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Application of neural networks to turbulence control for drag reduction
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A new adaptive controller based on a neural network was constructed and applied to turbulent channel flow for drag reduction. A simple control network, which employs blowing and suction at the wall based only on the wall-shear stresses in the spanwise direction, was shown to reduce the skin friction by as much as 20% in direct numerical simulations of a low-Reynolds number turbulent channel flow. Also, a stable pattern was observed in the distribution of weights associated with the neural network. This allowed us to derive a simple control scheme that produced the same amount of drag reduction. This simple control scheme generates optimum wall blowing and suction proportional to a local sum of the wall-shear stress in the spanwise direction. The distribution of corresponding weights is simple and localized, thus making real implementation relatively easy. Turbulence characteristics and relevant practical issues are also discussed. © 1997 American Institute of Physics. [S1070-6631(97)02706-2]

I. INTRODUCTION

The ability to control turbulent flows is of significant economic interest. Successful control of turbulent boundary layers by reducing drag, for example, can result in a substantial reduction in operational cost for commercial aircraft and marine vehicles. Recent studies show that near-wall streamwise vortices are responsible for high skin-friction drag in turbulent boundary layers. Some attempts have been made to reduce the skin-friction drag by controlling the interactions between these vortices and the wall. Choi et al., for example, used blowing and suction at the wall equal and opposite to the wall-normal component of velocity at $y^+ = 10$. They showed that this control effectively mitigated the streamwise vortices, giving approximately 25% drag reduction in a turbulent channel flow. Although the method employed in their work is impractical, since the information at $y^+ = 10$ is usually not available, it demonstrates a control scheme which reduces skin-friction drag by manipulation of the near-wall streamwise vortices. Another way to control the streamwise vortices is to impose spanwise oscillation by a moving wall or externally imposed body force. These methods, however, require a large amount of energy input.

A systematic approach using suboptimal control theory has also been tried in the past. This approach, which attempts to minimize a cost function, was successfully applied to the stochastic Burgers equation. Moin and Bewley applied a similar approach to a turbulent channel flow to achieve up to 50% drag reduction. The control, however, requires information from the entire velocity field inside the flow domain and excessive computational time, making it impractical to implement in real situations. For practical implementation, a control scheme should utilize only quantities that are easily measurable at the wall, and should be fast enough to be applied in real time.

The objective of the present work is to seek wall actuations, in the form of blowing and suction at the wall, dependent on the wall-shear stress to achieve a substantial skin-friction reduction. This requires knowledge of how the wall-shear stresses respond to wall actuations, i.e., the correlation between the wall-shear stresses and the wall actuations. Because of the complexity of the solutions to the Navier-Stokes equations, however, it is not possible to find such a correlation in closed form or to approximate it in simple form. Instead, we use a neural network to approximate the correlation which then predicts the optimal wall actuations to achieve the minimum value of the skin-friction drag. Neural networks have been used to obtain complicated, nonlinear correlations without a priori knowledge of the system that is to be controlled. Jacobson and Reynolds, for instance, used a neural network to obtain about 7% drag reduction in their simulation of an artificial flow. In this paper, we describe how we constructed and trained a neural network off-line, and then implemented an on-line control scheme (blowing and suction at the wall) for drag reduction based on that neural network. Applying this control scheme to direct numerical simulations of turbulent channel flow at low Reynolds number, we observed about 20% drag reduction. We then describe how examination of the weight distribution from the on-line neural network led to a very simple control scheme that worked equally well while being computationally more efficient.

In Sec. II, a brief description of the architecture of the neural network used in the present work is given. In Sec. III, results obtained from control using an off-line trained network are presented, while results obtained from control using a network with continuous on-line training are given in Sec. IV. In Sec. V, a simple control law based on the weight distribution from the successful neural network control is presented. A few turbulence statistics are given in Sec. VI.
followed in Sec. VII by a discussion of practical implementation and the conclusions.

In this paper we use \((x, y, z)\) for the streamwise, wall-normal, and spanwise coordinates, respectively, and \((u, v, w)\) for the corresponding velocity components.

II. NEURAL NETWORK

In this section we describe the construction of a neural network to learn the correlation between wall-shear stresses and wall actuations from a given data set. Although a neural network generally requires no prior knowledge of the system (or "plant"), knowledge about the near-wall turbulence structures provides a guideline for the design of the network architecture. Initially \(\partial ul/\partial y\) and \(\partial u/\partial y\) at the wall at several instances of time were used as input data fields and the actuation at the wall was used for the output data of the network. Experimentally we found that only \(\partial w/\partial y\) at the wall from the current instance of time was necessary for sufficient network performance. Because we wanted the output to be based only on a local input area, we designed our network using shared weights. The network had a single set of weights (a template) that is convolved over the entire input space to generate output values; that is, we used the same set of weights for each data point and the training involves iterating over all data points. The template extracts spatially invariant correlations between input and output data. The size of the template was initially chosen to include information about a single streak and streamwise vortex, and then was varied to find an optimal size.

We used a standard two-layer feedforward network with hyperbolic tangent hidden units and a linear output unit (see Fig. 1). The functional form of our final neural network is

\[
v_{jk} = W_z \tanh \left( \sum_{i=-(N-1)/2}^{(N-1)/2} W_i \frac{\partial w}{\partial y} \right) - W_b - W_c,
\]

where the \(W\)'s denote weights, \(N\) is the total number of input weights, and the subscripts \(j\) and \(k\) denote the numerical grid point at the wall in the streamwise and spanwise directions respectively. \(N_x\) and \(N_z\) are the number of computational domain grid points in each direction. The summation is done over the spanwise direction. Seven neighboring points \((N = 7)\), including the point of interest, in the spanwise direction (corresponding to approximately 90 wall units with our numerical resolution) were found to provide enough information to adequately train and control the near-wall structures responsible for the high-skim friction. Note that the blowing and suction are applied at each grid location according to (1) as a neural approximation of distributed blowing and suction on the surface. A scaled conjugate gradient learning algorithm\(^8\) was used to produce rapid training. For given pairs of \((v_{jk}^{\text{des}}, \partial w/\partial y)\) at \(j, k\), network was trained to minimize the sum of a weighted-squared error given by

\[
\text{error} = \frac{1}{2} \sum_j \sum_k e^{\lambda_{\text{error}}} (v_{jk}^{\text{des}} - v_{jk}^{\text{net}})^2,
\]

where \(v_{jk}^{\text{des}}\) is the desired output value and \(v_{jk}^{\text{net}}\) is the network output value given by Eq. (1). The weights were initialized with a set of random numbers. Note that the error defined in (2) exponentially emphasizes (proportional to \(\lambda\)) large actuations. This error scaling was chosen based on Choi et al.'s\(^2\) observation that large actuations are more important for drag reduction. Usually within 100 training epochs, the error reached its asymptotic limit.

III. OFF-LINE TRAINING AND CONTROL

As an initial experiment we investigated whether we could train a neural network to predict the velocity at \(y^+ = 10\) from only the wall-shear stresses. The rationale behind this experiment was to duplicate an existing control law using only measurements available at the wall such that the output from the network could be used as input to the actuator. The network should yield a similar amount of drag reduction to that obtained by Choi et al.\(^2\) through prediction of the velocity at \(y^+ = 10\). The training data consisted of 100 time steps of output obtained from a numerical simulation of channel flow under the control employed by Choi et al.,\(^2\) i.e., using the wall-normal velocity at \(y^+ = 10\). The flow regime is turbulent channel flow with \(Re_c = 100\), where \(Re_c\) is the Reynolds number based on the wall-shear velocity, \(u_r\), and the channel half-width, \(\delta\). All numerical simulations presented in this paper were obtained using a modified version of Kim et al.'s\(^9\) spectral code with the computational domain \((4\pi, 2A, \pi f)\), \(\delta\), and a grid resolution of \((32, 65, 32)\) in the \((x, y, z)\) directions, respectively. Each time step contained a \(32 \times 32\) array of input values \((\partial w/\partial y)_w\) and corresponding actuations, \(-u\) at \(y^+ = 10\).

We trained several networks with one hidden unit and different sized input templates: \(7 \times 1, 7 \times 3, 7 \times 5, 9 \times 1, 9 \times 3, 11 \times 1\), and \(11 \times 3\) (the number of input points in the spanwise direction by the number of input points in the streamwise direction). After training was completed, the distribution of input weights was examined to see whether there was a discernible pattern in the input template. The weight distributions in the spanwise direction at the same streamwise location for different input templates are shown in Fig. 2. The same pattern for all \(7\) input template sizes was observed, and is similar to a finite difference approximation of
spanwise differentiation. Increasing the number of hidden units only marginally improved performance, whereas increasing the template size significantly reduced the final training error.

We then applied a control scheme to a regular channel flow by fixing the final input weights obtained from the offline training. This was perhaps a somewhat naive approach since the weights were obtained from fully controlled flow data and the shear stresses used for the training were already altered by the actuations. Nevertheless, two cases were tested: a control scheme based on 7 weights in the spanwise direction, and another based on the same 7 weights plus 3 more in the immediate downstream location. These 10 weights were chosen because among all weights obtained from the off-line training they had non-negligible values. In Fig. 3, the mean shear stress variations at the wall (i.e., drag) obtained with these two controls are plotted along with the no-control case. Nearly 18% drag reduction was achieved, with slightly better performance from the 10-weight network.

These results demonstrate that a correlation exists between the shear stresses at the wall and the desired actuations, and that control based on this correlation produces a significant amount of drag reduction. This fixed-weight control scheme, however, was deduced from fully controlled flow data; thus it does not guarantee the same performance for other flow situations.

IV. ON-LINE CONTROL

In the previous section we showed how successful control based on off-line training can be obtained. However, since the system we are trying to control is time-varying and nonlinear, this approach is not likely to generalize well. Continuous on-line training allows a controller to adapt to the evolution of the system. In this section, we describe an adaptive controller for on-line training and control.

There are various schemes for on-line neural network control. The most direct scheme is adaptive-inverse model control. A schematic representation of this approach is shown in Fig. 4. Here the plant denotes the numerical solver of the Navier–Stokes equations. This configuration employs a neural network to model the (possibly time-varying) inverse plant mapping from wall-shear stress \( \partial w / \partial y \) at the wall-normal actuactions, and then uses a copy of the model as the controller with the desired shear stresses as input. One restriction of this technique is that it usually requires an initial model training phase using random plant inputs and corresponding plant outputs. This, however, caused no serious problems since usually one time step was enough for model training because of the shared-weight architecture in our application (each time is 1024 data points and our networks only have a few weights). Once the model represents a reasonably close approximation to the actual plant inverse, a copy is then implemented as a feedfoward controller.

The desired inputs to the controller are a fractional reduction in the shear stress from the previous step, i.e.,

\[
\left. \frac{\partial w}{\partial y} \right|_{t+\Delta t}^{\text{des}} = \eta \left. \frac{\partial w}{\partial y} \right|_{t},
\]

where \( 0 < \eta < 1 \). Based on the networks and techniques we investigated, this indirect suppression of \( \partial u / \partial y \) at the wall, instead of \( \partial u / \partial y \) itself, turns out to be more efficient in achieving drag reduction. The output of the controller, which is the input to the plant, is the predicted actuation necessary to produce this shear-stress reduction. The quantity \( \eta \) should be chosen such
that sets of the desired large amplitude outputs are among the sets that are well represented by the training sets. Good performance was achieved for the range of $\eta=0.8-0.85$.

A turbulent channel flow at Reynolds number $Re_x=100$ was used to test the neural network. We allowed all the weights in the network to adapt and examined the input template pattern after each time step. As the control began, the weight distribution immediately assumed a fixed pattern similar to the off-line pattern. There was no appreciable change in the relative magnitudes of the template weights over time, indicating that the pattern is preserved. The absolute magnitudes, however, did vary indicating the need for gain and bias adaptation for each layer. The number of hidden layers, the number of the hidden units, the size of the input template, and the error scale of the training error $[\lambda$ of Eq. (2)] were 1, 1, $7 \times 1$, and 5, respectively. We varied the values of the error scale and found 5 to be optimum, with larger values causing an instability in training. We also varied the number of the hidden units, but the network with a single hidden unit produced the best result. The converged weight distributions for 20 consecutive time steps after an asymptotic state was reached are shown in Fig. 5. The pattern is only slightly different from the one obtained from the off-line training (see Fig. 2). It should be noted that this pattern emerged immediately after the on-line control began.

Time histories of the wall-shear stress for 3 different input template sizes are shown in Fig. 6. All other network parameters are kept the same. The abscessa represents non-dimensional time normalized by $u_x$ and $\delta$. One time unit roughly corresponds to the time for a fluid particle traveling with the centerline velocity to move about 20 channel half widths. The computations were carried out long enough to ensure that a statistically steady state was reached. As the control began, the drag quickly drops to about 80% of that observed without control, for the two cases with template sizes of $7 \times 1$ and $9 \times 1$. The template size of $5 \times 1$, however, did not produce as much reduction, indicating that at least 7 spanwise points (which extended about 90 wall units, with our grid resolution) should be used for good performance. At the initial stage of our study, we tested a control using both $\partial w/\partial y|_w$ and $\partial u/\partial y|_w$ as input, with a $7 \times 5$ input template. It produced about the same amount of reduction, but with excessive training time due to a significantly larger number of weights. Furthermore, it did not produce coherent patterns in the weight distributions.

Since the 7 weights showed a fixed pattern, we fixed the input template weights to this pattern and used a single hidden unit network, giving only 4 adaptable parameters (a bias and gain for each layer). This simplified network had the following functional form:

$$v_{jk} = W_a \tanh(W_b g - W_c) - W_d$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

with

$$g = \sum_{i=3}^3 W_i \frac{\partial w}{\partial y} \bigg|_{j,k+i} ,$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where $W_i$'s are the fixed-weight pattern obtained from the previous on-line control. On-line control using this network produced a similar amount of drag reduction. The weight variations with time were also monitored. The bias weights ($W_c$ and $W_d$) were negligibly small. Those controlling the gain ($W_a$ and $W_b$), which had finite values, changed in time significantly, although the product of the two gain-weights remained almost constant. This suggests that effective control can be achieved by simply using $g$ with an adjustable amplitude. This will be discussed in the following section.

V. A SIMPLE CONTROL SCHEME

Since the control based on the network given by Eq. (4) produced a substantial reduction in drag, this section develops a control scheme based only on the weighted sum of the wall-shear stress. The distribution of the weights can be approximated by (see Fig. 5):

$$W_j = A \frac{1 - \cos(\pi j)}{j} ,$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where $j=0$ corresponds to the point where the control is applied. Since only the relative values are important, the constant $A$ has no special meaning. A computation with a twice higher resolution was run to confirm that Eq. (6) gives the proper form of the weight distribution (see Fig. 7). It turns out that Eq. (6) is the inverse Fourier transform of $ik_x / |k_x|$, where $k_x$ is the wave number in the spanwise direction, for the finite maximum wave number, i.e.,
\[ \int_{-k_m}^{k_m} \frac{ik_z}{k_z} \exp(-ik_zx)dk_z = 2 \frac{1 - \cos(k_mz)}{z}, \]  
(7)

where \( k_m = \pi/\Delta z \) is the maximum wave number and \( \Delta z \) is the numerical grid spacing. Replacing \( z \) with \( j\Delta z \) in the right-hand-side of Eq. (7) leads to Eq. (6). From this result and the convolution theorem, one can suggest the following simple control law for wall transpiration:

\[ \hat{u}_w = C \frac{ik_z}{k_z} \frac{\partial \hat{w}}{\partial y} = C \frac{1}{k_z} \frac{\partial}{\partial z} \left( \frac{\partial \hat{w}}{\partial y} \right), \]  
(8)

where the "hat" denotes a Fourier transformed quantity and \( C \) is a positive scale factor determining the amplitude of the actuation. Equation (8), which should produce similar drag reduction as the result with 7 fixed weights [Eq. (4)], implies that the optimum blowing and suction at the wall is proportional to \( \partial(\partial w/\partial y)/\partial z \), with the high wave number component suppressed by \( 1/k_z \). Note that the wall-normal actuation proportional to \( \partial(\partial w/\partial y)/\partial z \) counteracts the up-and-down motion induced by a streamwise vortex (see Fig. 8), consistent with that used by Choi et al. [2] Smith et al. [11] discussed the stability of the near-wall turbulence structure to a local adverse pressure gradient imposed near the surface.

The suction at the left side of the vortex in Fig. 8 can relieve such adverse pressure gradient, thus preventing the surface-layer eruption. Choi et al. [2] reported that actuation based only on the local value of \( \partial(\partial w/\partial y)/\partial z \), which is also a dominant term of the Taylor expansion of \( v \) at some distance away from the wall, did not produce such a substantial drag reduction. This indicates that suppression of high wave number components by \( 1/k_z \), or equivalently using locally weighted value of \( \partial \hat{w}/\partial y \), plays a key role in reducing drag. Note that the weights at even numbered grid points away from the center point vanish. This is beneficial for physical implementation, since sensors and actuators cannot be placed at the same location. [12] Because the Fourier integral is computed for a finite value of \( k_m \), the values of the weight at noninteger \( j \) in Eq. (6) have no meaning. Equation (8) is equivalent to

\[ v_{jk} = C \sum_{i=-(N-1)/2}^{(N-1)/2} W_i \frac{\partial \hat{w}}{\partial y} \left|_{j,k+i} \right., \]  
(9)

where \( W_i \) is given by Eq. (6). The magnitude of the weights decays with increasing distance from the center, which allows for good approximation using only a small number of weights, i.e., successful control requires only local values of the shear stress. A natural concern is how different grid spacings affect the control. Since the above control law [Eq. (9)] is simply another expression of Eq. (8), which is a good approximation as long as \( k_m \) is large enough, the control should be relatively independent of resolution. This was confirmed by a computation with a higher resolution.

Control based on Eq. (9) with 7 points produced the same amount of drag reduction (20%) as the neural network control (see Fig. 9). The constant \( C \) is chosen so that the root-mean-squared (rms) value of the actuation is kept at 0.15 \( u_* \). Blowing and suction of this magnitude at the wall suppress the near-wall streamwise vortices by counteracting the up-and-down motions associated with these vortices (see Fig. 8).

The fact that a control scheme that is essentially linear [Eq. (9)] produced the same amount of drag reduction as on-line control with a nonlinear network led to the following question: Can the same weight pattern be captured when on-line control with a "linear" network is used? To answer

---

FIG. 7. Distribution of the weights: \( \circ \), from on-line training; \( \approx \), \( A(1 - \cos(\pi j)/j) \); \( \Delta z^* = 6 \).

FIG. 8. A schematic of a flow field induced by a streamwise vortex and corresponding \( \partial(\partial w/\partial y)|_z/\partial z \).

FIG. 9. Mean wall-shear stress histories for various control schemes compared to the no-control case: \( \circ \), no control; \( \approx \), on-line control with neural network with 7×1 template; \( \circ \), control with 7 fixed weights.
FIG. 10. Contours of streamwise vorticity in a cross-flow plane: (a) no control; (b) control using 7 fixed weights. The contour level increment is the same for both figures. Negative contours are chain-dotted.

In order to address this question, we tested an on-line controller utilizing a linear network. The hyperbolic tangent function in Eq. (1) was replaced with a linear function and the hidden layer was removed. All other parameters were kept the same as the nonlinear network case. The linear network seemed to produce almost the same pattern in weights as the one produced by our nonlinear network. Also, drag was reduced by the same amount. The pattern that was obtained by averaging over time, however, was not well preserved in time. The weight $W_3$ of Eq. (1), for example, frequently showed order of magnitude excursions resulting in a large standard deviation, 1.5, compared to the value of the weight, 0.3 (weights were normalized by the maximum amplitude $W_1$). The nonlinear network, however, produced more constant weights; the standard deviation of $W_3$ was only 0.15. This result indicates that the nonlinearity should add robustness by bounding the weights. This can simplify hardware implementation by limiting the signals and subsequently the necessary dynamic range of the processing circuitry.

VI. TURBULENCE STATISTICS

The computed flow fields for a no-control case and a successful control case, based on the 7-point weighted sum of $\frac{\partial u}{\partial y}|_{\omega}$ [Eq. (9)], were examined to investigate the mechanism by which the drag reduction is achieved. The most salient feature of the controlled case was that the strength of the near-wall streamwise vortices was drastically reduced. In Fig. 10, contours of streamwise vorticity in a cross plane are shown. This result further substantiates the notion that a successful suppression of the near-wall stream-

FIG. 11. Probability-density function of the wall-shear stress: ---, no control; -, control with 7 fixed weights. The area under each curve is normalized to one.

wise vortices leads to a significant reduction in drag. Note that for the controlled case the wall actuations were applied at both walls.

The probability-density function of the wall-shear stress in the streamwise direction is shown in Fig. 11. It is evident that the control is very effective in suppressing large fluctuations, thus reducing the mean-skin friction. Furthermore, the root-mean-square (rms) values of turbulent fluctuations in the wall region are also reduced as shown in Fig. 12(a). The same trend was observed by Choi et al.2 The rms vorticity fluctuations are also significantly reduced, except for $\omega_z$, very

FIG. 12. Root-mean-square fluctuations normalized by the wall variables: ---, no control; ..., control with 7 fixed weights. (a) Velocity fluctuations; (b) vorticity fluctuations.
were able to construct and train a neural network off-line to find a correlation between the wall-shear stress and the desired wall actuations coming from the information at $y^+ = 10$. Based on the optimal network structure from the off-line training, we successfully implemented an on-line inverse model controller in numerical experiments of a turbulent channel flow, resulting in about 20% drag reduction. Finally, we were able to deduce a simple control scheme [Eq. (9)] for drag reduction based on observation of the weight distribution from a successful control case. This control scheme uses a minimal amount of wall-shear stress information and requires only simple operations, thus rendering a scheme whose actual hardware implementation would be relatively easy.

Beginning with a nonlinear network, we found a simple linear control scheme from the pattern of the weights, suggesting the use of a linear network. Although a linear network produced a similar pattern, the pattern was not well preserved in time. The weights can vary significantly increasing the difficulty in circuit implementation due to the larger required dynamic range. The nonlinear network, however, produced bounded weights simplifying hardware implementation. This suggests that a certain amount of non-linearity is beneficial to capture a stable coherent pattern for our system.

Although the present control scheme is a significant improvement over earlier approaches that require velocity information within the flow, there is a technical issue before the present control scheme can be implemented in real practice. Precise control of blowing and suction distributed over a surface is difficult to implement. Other approaches, such as surface movements by deformable surface, may prove to be more practical.

There are also several fundamental issues that must be addressed. First, our numerical experiments were performed in a very low Reynolds number flow. It remains to be seen whether the same control scheme extends to higher Reynolds numbers. If the main cause of high-skin friction in turbulent boundary layers at higher Reynolds numbers is also due to the near-wall streamwise vortices, the same scheme should work equally well. Detection of these vortices through the wall-shear stress would become more difficult, however, because the scales associated with these vortices decrease as the Reynolds number increases.

Another important issue is the influence of the spatial resolution of sensors and actuators on performance. We showed that a simple control scheme with 4 neighboring points in the spanwise direction (3 among 7 weights are zeros), which span 90 wall units, performed very well. This suggests that the distance between sensors should be about 20 wall units. As the Reynolds number increases, the physical separation between sensors must decrease. We note in passing that recent advances in micromachined sensors and actuators make these scales feasible, and the present work is part of a joint research project aimed at integrating micron-sized sensors and actuators with analog VLSI control circuits.

A third issue is determining an appropriate scale factor $C$ in Eq. (9). We tested a range of $C$ and empirically found

VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

We have presented a successful application of a neural network to turbulence control for drag reduction. First we close to the wall. The increase for the latter is caused by additional $\partial u/\partial x$ due to the wall actuation. The rms fluctuations of $\omega_z$ at the wall, which is mainly due to $\partial u/\partial y$ at the wall, is also decreased. This indicates that the control scheme led to a reduction in the mean shear and its variance at the wall by suppressing large fluctuations as shown in Fig. 11. The reduction in the rms fluctuations in $\omega_x$ and $\omega_y$ indicates that the control scheme indeed reduced the strength of the near-wall streamwise vortices and the wall-layer streaks.

Figure 13 compares the distribution of wall actuation used in our control with that from Choi et al.'s $u$-control using the information at $y^+ = 10$ for the same wall-shear stress distribution. The corresponding wall-shear stress distribution is also shown in Fig. 13. The wall actuations indicate a strikingly similar distribution to each other, even though the wall actuation of our control is based only on the wall-shear stress $\partial w/\partial y|_w$. Basically our control scheme detects edges of locally high-shear stress regions by measuring the spanwise variation of $\partial w/\partial y$, and applies appropriate wall actuation as shown in Figs. 13(a) and 13(b). Since high-shear stress regions are usually elongated in the streamwise direction, only spanwise variation is necessary for detecting the edges. Since $\partial w/\partial y$ is a direct measurement of streamwise vortices (see Fig. 8), it provides more appropriate information than $\partial u/\partial y$. This is consistent with our finding that $\partial w/\partial y$ at several points in spanwise direction are enough for good performance of control.
that values yielding an actuation rms value between 0.1u_r and 0.15u_r gave the best performance. Smaller values resulted in less reduction, while larger ones caused rapid fluctuations of the wall-shear stress over time. The experiments were only performed for Re_w = 100 and 180, from which the optimum value was deduced, but we expect that the same amplitude level should produce similar reductions for higher Reynolds number flows. We further note that for this amplitude the required power input per unit area to produce the actuation, p_wu_w + 0.5ρu_w^2 (∼0.1u_r^2) was significantly less compared to the power saved due to the reduced drag, ΔC_f/C_f τ_wU_c (∼3.5ρu_r^2) for 20% reduction in C_f. Here p_w, ρ, C_f, τ_w and U_c are the wall pressure, density, friction coefficient, averaged wall-shear stress in the streamwise direction, and centerline velocity, respectively. Note that we did not account for device loss to deliver blowing and suction nor the power consumed by sensors in this estimate.

One final practical issue worth mentioning is the time delay between sensing and actuation. None was included in any of our numerical experiments. In a real situation, however, there will be a finite time delay between sensing and actuation. The process time for the simple control scheme should be negligible since a weighted summation is an involved process, thus not imposing any restriction on the time delay. Ideally, sensors should register the response of the near-wall structures to be controlled due to wall actuations, which will take a certain amount of time. Blowing and suction at the wall, however, can produce an immediate spurious response at nearby sensors due to local conservation. One possible remedy to this problem is an under-relaxation of the actuation signal with past signals, accounting for the response of a longer time scale. For example, an underrelaxation scheme using the following formula

\[ u_{j+k}^{n+1} = 0.5 \sum_i W_{i,j+k} \frac{\partial w}{\partial y}_{i,j+k} + (1 - \xi) u_{j,k} \]

(10)

could take into account all past signals with a single parameter \( \xi \) (0 < \( \xi \) < 1). We used this approach successfully in our numerical experiment for Re_w = 180 and found that there is an optimum \( \xi \) depending on temporal resolution.

The most significant finding of the present study is that a single spanwise strip of \( \partial w/\partial y \) in the streamwise direction or \( \partial w/\partial y \) in either direction reduced the efficiency of our neural-network based control. We also tested different-sized input templates and found that as the template size increased in the streamwise direction, the training time became excessive and the fixed pattern in the weight disappeared, indicating that too many unnecessary weights caused training problems.
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12. This staggered distribution of sensors and actuators would result in actuators at only half the grid points and this might reduce the effectiveness of the control. This problem can be solved simply by increasing resolution twice so that actuators locate at every point of the old grid system (these correspond to half the grid points in the new grid system) still with sensors located in staggered positions. This is possible since the weight distribution does not depend on the grid distance, but depends on the grid index as shown in Figs. 5 and 7.
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Two simple feedback control laws for drag reduction are derived by applying a suboptimal control theory to a turbulent channel flow. These new feedback control laws require pressure or shear-stress information only at the wall, and when applied to a turbulent channel flow at $Re = 110$, they result in 16–22\% reduction in the skin-friction drag. More practical control laws requiring only the local distribution of the wall pressure or one component of the wall shear stress are also derived and are shown to work equally well.

1. Introduction

Recent studies have shown that near-wall streamwise vortices are responsible for high skin-friction drag in turbulent boundary layers. Many attempts aiming at controlling these vortices have been made in order to achieve a skin-friction drag reduction in turbulent boundary layers. Most of such attempts, however, have been ad hoc, largely based on physical intuition. The active control by Choi, Moin & Kim (1994), for example, used blowing and suction at the wall that is equal and opposite to the wall-normal component of the velocity at $y^+ = 10$, resulting in as much as 25\% reduction in their numerical simulation. This approach, however, is impractical since the required velocity information at $y^+ = 10$ is not normally available. For any practical implementation a control scheme should be based solely on quantities measurable at the wall.

A more systematic approach based on an optimal control theory was proposed by Abergel & Temam (1990). Choi \textit{et al.} (1993) proposed a 'suboptimal' control procedure, in which the iterations required for a global optimal control were avoided by seeking an optimal condition over a short time period. The suboptimal control procedure was successfully applied to control of the Burgers equation. Bewley & Moin (1994) were the first to apply the suboptimal control procedure to a turbulent flow and reported about 17\% drag reduction. The procedure developed by Bewley & Moin (1994) still requires velocity information inside the flow in order to solve the adjoint problem, from which a feedback control input was derived. In spite of this obvious drawback, however, the fact that a control theory applied to a turbulent flow resulted in a substantial drag reduction is encouraging, since their control procedure was derived rigorously from a control theory, in which a pre-determined

\textsuperscript{1} Present address: Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of Seoul, Seoul, Korea.
cost functional was minimized. Hill (1993, 1994) derived a control input as a function of the streamwise wall shear only by modeling the near-wall flow with a spanwise velocity growing linearly, and normal velocity growing quadratically, with normal distance from the wall. About 15% drag reduction was obtained from this study. We, however, derive a simple control scheme by minimizing cost functionals that are related to the streamwise vortices, which have been found to be responsible for large local drag in turbulent boundary layers. We also tried to minimize drag directly by having drag itself in the cost functional, but it was not successful (see §3). The objective of this paper is to demonstrate that a wise choice of the cost functional coupled with a variation of the formulation can lead to a more practical control law.

We present how to choose a cost functional and how to minimize it to yield simple feedback control laws that require quantities measurable only at the wall. One of the laws requires spatial information on the wall pressure over the entire wall and the other requires information, also over the entire wall, on one component of the wall shear stress. We then derive more practical control schemes that only require local wall pressure or local surface shear stress information, and show that they work equally well.

2. Suboptimal procedure

We follow a similar procedure used by Choi et al. (1993) and Bewley & Moin (1994). The problem under consideration is a turbulent channel flow, for which the governing equations are the Navier–Stokes and continuity equations with the no-slip boundary condition:

\[
\frac{\partial u_i}{\partial t} + u_j \frac{\partial u_i}{\partial x_j} = -\frac{\partial p}{\partial x_i} + \frac{1}{Re} \frac{\partial^2 u_i}{\partial x_j \partial x_j},
\]  

(2.1)

\[
\frac{\partial u_i}{\partial x_j} = 0,
\]  

(2.2)

with

\[ u_i|_w = \phi(x, z, t) \delta, \]

(2.3)

where \( t \) is the time, \( x, y, z \) are the streamwise, wall-normal, and spanwise directions respectively, \( u_i \) are the corresponding velocity components, \( p \) is the pressure, and \( Re \) is the Reynolds number, and the control input is the wall-normal velocity at the wall, \( \phi \).

All variables are non-dimensionalized by the wall shear velocity, \( u_* \), and the channel half-width, \( \delta \). We also use interchangeably \( x, y, z \) for \( x_i \) and \( u, v, w \) for \( u_i \). Periodic boundary conditions are imposed in the streamwise and spanwise directions. The flow rate in the streamwise direction is kept constant, and the drag is measured by the mean pressure gradient necessary to maintain the constant flow rate.

We found that the choice of the cost functional to be minimized is critical in the performance of the control. Since the streamwise vortices have been known to be responsible for large drag in turbulent boundary layers, we tried to choose the cost functional that is directly related to them. This is based on our conjecture that a suitable manipulation of the streamwise vortices would lead to drag reduction. We carefully selected two cost functionals based on our observation of a successful control of Choi et al. (1994). As shown in figure 1, Choi et al.'s (1994) blowing and suction, which are equal and opposite to the wall-normal velocity component at \( y^+ = 10 \), effectively suppress a streamwise vortex by counteracting up-and-down
motion induced by the vortex. This blowing and suction creates locally high pressure in the near-wall region marked with ‘+’, and low pressure in the region marked with ‘−’ in figure 1. A crucial aspect of the present analysis is the observation that this blowing and suction increases the pressure gradient in the spanwise direction under the streamwise vortex near the wall. To demonstrate this behaviour, we examine computed flow fields. Figure 2 shows a scatter plot between two pressure gradient fields: $\frac{\partial p}{\partial z}$ before the control is applied and $\frac{\partial p}{\partial z}$ after the control of Choi et al. (1994) is applied for one time step. It is apparent that the control increased the pressure gradient significantly. For the uncontrolled case, $Re$, based on the wall-shear velocity and the channel half-width is about 110. The spectral code of Kim, Moin & Moser (1987) is used for all the computations presented here. Simulations are carried out
using $32 \times 65 \times 32$ spectral modes (with de-aliasing in the streamwise and spanwise directions) with the computational domain of $4\pi \delta \times 2\delta \times 4\pi \delta/3$, respectively.

The above argument suggests that we should seek blowing and suction that increases the pressure gradient in the spanwise direction near the wall for a short time period (i.e. in the suboptimal sense) in order to achieve a similar drag reduction to that achieved by Choi et al.’s (1994) control. The cost functional $J(\phi)$ to be minimized is then

$$J(\phi) = \frac{c}{2A\Delta t} \int_S \int_{t_{k+1}}^{t_k + \Delta t} \phi^2 \, dt \, dS - \frac{1}{2A\Delta t} \int_S \int_{t_{k+1}}^{t_k + \Delta t} \left( \frac{\partial p}{\partial z} \right)_w^2 \, dt \, dS,$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.4)

where the integrations are over the wall ($S$) in space and over a short duration in time $\Delta t$, which typically corresponds to the time step used in the numerical computation, and $c$ is the relative price of the control since the first term on the right-hand side represents the cost of the actuation $\phi$. Note that there is a minus sign in front of the second term since we want to maximize the pressure gradient. It should be noted that the spanwise pressure gradient at the wall will be eventually reduced when the strength of the near-wall streamwise vortices is reduced through successful control. Here, blowing and suction that increase the spanwise pressure gradient for the next step are sought as a suboptimal control.

To minimize the cost functional, we first define the differential states of the velocity and pressure, $(\theta, \rho)$, using a Fréchet differential (Finlayson 1972),

$$\theta_i = \frac{\partial u_i(\phi)}{\partial \phi} \delta^i,$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.5)

$$\rho = \frac{\partial p}{\partial \phi},$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.6)

where

$$\frac{\partial f(\phi)}{\partial \phi} \delta = \lim_{\epsilon \to 0} \frac{f(\phi + \epsilon \delta^i) - f(\phi)}{\epsilon},$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.7)

$\delta^i$ being an arbitrary perturbation field to $\phi$.

Next, we choose the Crank–Nicolson scheme for the linear terms and a Runge–Kutta scheme for the nonlinear terms to yield a discretized form of (2.1) and (2.2):

$$u_i^{n+1} = \frac{\Delta t}{2Re} \frac{\partial^2 u_i^{n+1}}{\partial x_j \partial x_j} + \frac{\Delta t}{2} \frac{\partial \rho^{n+1}}{\partial x_i} + R^n = 0,$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.8)

$$\frac{\partial u_i^{n+1}}{\partial x_j} = 0,$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.9)

with

$$u_{i}^{n+1}|_w = \phi \delta_\Omega,$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.10)

where the superscripts $n+1$ and $n$ denote the time step, and $R^n$ includes the nonlinear terms and the explicit parts of the pressure gradient and viscous terms. The Fréchet differential of (2.8)-(2.10) yields the governing equations for the differential states $(\theta, \rho)$,

$$\theta_i^{n+1} = \frac{\Delta t}{2Re} \frac{\partial^2 \theta_i^{n+1}}{\partial x_j \partial x_j} + \frac{\Delta t}{2} \frac{\partial \rho^{n+1}}{\partial x_i} = 0,$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.11)

$$\frac{\partial \theta_i^{n+1}}{\partial x_j} = 0,$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.12)
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with

\[ \theta^{n+1}_{l} |_{w} = \hat{\phi} \delta_{z}. \]  

(2.13)

Note that \((D/R_{t}/D\phi) \hat{\phi} = 0\). Hereinafter, we drop the superscript \(n+1\) and all variables are understood to be at the \((n+1)\)th time step. Note that there is no contribution from the nonlinear terms, thus making the equations linear. Generally, the suboptimal formulation depends on the time advancement scheme used, as shown here (see also Choi et al. 1993). Dropping the nonlinear terms may miss important flow dynamics. However, we found from our numerical tests with the full nonlinear terms included that the contribution from the nonlinear terms is negligible in our boundary control with short optimization interval \(\Delta t\); it turns out that the conservation of mass due to the wall actuation dominates the near-wall dynamics.

Under the approximation that \(2Re/\Delta t \gg k^{2}\), where \(k = (k_{x}^{2} + k_{z}^{2})^{1/2}\), and \(k_{x}\) and \(k_{z}\) denote the streamwise and spanwise wavenumbers in the \(x\) - and \(z\)-directions respectively, the above equations have the following solutions in the semi-infinite domain with periodic conditions in the \(x\) - and \(z\)-directions (see the Appendix):

\[ \hat{\theta}_{l}(y) = \frac{ik_{x}}{k} \hat{\phi} \left( \exp[-(2Re/\Delta t)^{1/2}y] - e^{-ky} \right), \]  

(2.14)

\[ \hat{\theta}_{s}(y) = \frac{ik_{x}}{k} \hat{\phi} \left( \exp[-(2Re/\Delta t)^{1/2}y] - e^{-ky} \right), \]  

(2.15)

\[ \hat{\theta}_{z}(y) = \hat{\phi} e^{-ky}, \]  

(2.16)

\[ \hat{\rho}(y) = \frac{2}{k \Delta t} \hat{\phi} e^{-ky}, \]  

(2.17)

where \(\hat{\theta}_{l}, \hat{\rho}, \) and \(\hat{\theta}\) are the Fourier coefficients of \(\theta_{l}, \rho, \) and \(\theta\) respectively. For the channel geometry, we originally considered both walls and found that the interaction between two walls is negligible as long as the typical wavelength \((\sim 2\pi/k)\) associated with near-wall structures is much smaller than the channel width.

The Fréchet differential of the cost functional (2.4) becomes

\[ \frac{\partial J}{\partial \phi} = \mathcal{L} \int_{S} \int_{t}^{t+\Delta t} \phi \hat{\phi} dt dS - \frac{1}{A\Delta t} \int_{S} \int_{t}^{t+\Delta t} \frac{\partial \rho}{\partial z} \left|_{w} \right. \frac{\partial \rho}{\partial z} \left. \right|_{w} dt dS. \]  

(2.18)

The Fourier representation of the above equation is

\[ \frac{\partial J}{\partial \phi} \hat{\phi} = \mathcal{L} \hat{\phi} \hat{\phi} - \frac{\partial \rho}{\partial z} \left|_{w} \right. \frac{\partial \rho}{\partial z} \left. \right|_{w}, \]  

(2.19)

where the hat denotes the Fourier coefficient, and the superscript * denotes the complex conjugate. From (2.17), \(\frac{\partial \rho}{\partial z} \left|_{w} \right. \) can be expressed in terms of \(\hat{\phi}^{*}\),

\[ \frac{\partial \rho}{\partial z} \left|_{w} \right. = -\frac{2ik_{z}}{k \Delta t} \hat{\phi}^{*}. \]  

(2.20)

Equation (2.19) then reduces to

\[ \frac{\partial J}{\partial \phi} \hat{\phi} = \mathcal{L} \hat{\phi} \hat{\phi} - \frac{2k_{z}^{2}}{k \Delta t} \delta_{w} \hat{\phi}^{*}. \]  

(2.21)

\[ \dagger \] It can be shown that \(2Re/\Delta t k_{z, max} \sim Re^{1/4} \gg 1\). Here we used \(u\Delta t/\Delta x \sim O(1)\) and \(k_{z, max} \sim k_{y} \sim Re^{3/4}\), where \(k_{y}\) is the wavenumber corresponding to the Kolmogorov length scale.
For an arbitrary $\hat{\phi}$, equation (2.21) should be satisfied, yielding

$$\frac{\partial J}{\partial \phi} = \ell \hat{\phi} - \frac{2k^2}{k\Delta t} \hat{p}_w.$$  

(2.22)

From the requirement that the Fréchet differential of the cost functional be minimized, i.e. $\frac{\partial J}{\partial \phi} = 0$, the optimum $\hat{\phi}$ then becomes

$$\hat{\phi} = C \frac{k^2}{k} \hat{p}_w.$$  

(2.23)

where $C$ is a positive scale factor that determines the cost of the actuation. Equation (2.23) indicates that the optimum wall actuation is negatively proportional to the second spanwise derivative of the wall pressure, with the high-wavenumber components reduced by $1/k$.

Another wall quantity that indicates similar changes of the near-wall dynamics due to the altered pressure field is the spanwise shear at the wall, $\partial w / \partial y$. Owing to the added pressure gradient in the spanwise direction below the streamwise vortex, the spanwise flow near the wall is also induced, thus increasing the spanwise shear stress at the wall (see figure 1). The scatter plot between the spanwise shear stress at the wall from two different fields, one of which is from an unperturbed channel and the other with the control based on $y^+ = 10$, is shown in figure 3. Thus another choice for the cost functional to be minimized is

$$J(\phi) = \frac{\ell}{2A\Delta t} \int_S \int_t^{t+\Delta t} \phi^2 \, dt \, dS - \frac{1}{2A\Delta t} \int_S \int_t^{t+\Delta t} \left( \frac{\partial w}{\partial y} \right)_w^2 \, dt \, dS.$$  

(2.24)
Figure 4. Correlation between a pressure field of a no-control case and a pressure field modified by a control based on equation (2.23).

Following the procedure that led to equation (2.23) yields the optimum actuation:

\[
\phi = C \frac{k}{k} \frac{\partial w}{\partial y_w}. \tag{2.25}
\]

Equation (2.25) indicates that the optimum wall actuation should be proportional to the spanwise derivative of the spanwise shear at the wall, with the high-wavenumber components reduced by $1/k$. Note that the scale factor $C$ in equations (2.23) and (2.25) is arbitrary. As mentioned before, the suboptimal formulation depends on the time-advancement scheme used. However, if we used a different implicit scheme, only the resulting constant $C$ would be different. This does not cause a problem since $C$ is chosen such that the r.m.s. value of the wall actuation is maintained at a given value.

In the following simulations, we set the r.m.s. value of $\phi$ to be equal to that of the wall-normal velocity at $y^+ = 10$, which gives the same r.m.s. value of wall actuations as that of Choi et al. (1994).

3. Results

The above control laws (2.23) and (2.25) are tested in a turbulent channel flow. The pressure gradient at the wall is monitored to see if the equation (2.23) control increases the pressure gradient when the control law is applied. It behaves as expected, as shown in figure 4. The spanwise shear stress at the wall also increases when the equation (2.25) control is applied (see figure 5). These results also confirm that a suboptimal procedure without the nonlinear terms does not cause an error for our
boundary controls. Since these control laws specifically increase the wall pressure gradient or spanwise wall-shear stress, correlations between these variables before and after control are much higher than those corresponding to the control based on $y^+ = 10$ information. This suggests that the controls based on equations (2.23) and (2.25) modify the flow in a different manner from the control based on information at $y^+ = 10$.

Time histories of the mean streamwise wall-shear stress for different control laws are shown in figures 6 and 7. As control begins, an immediate drop in the shear stress is observed for all cases. At the same expense (i.e., the same r.m.s. value of $\phi$), the control based on (2.25), which reduces drag by as much as 22%, is apparently more effective than that based on (2.23) which reduces drag by 16%. This indicates that the spanwise wall-shear stress is a better quantity for control input.

The control laws presented above, however, are still impractical to implement, since they are expressed in terms of the Fourier coefficients (i.e., in wavenumber space), which require information over the entire spatial domain. Therefore, the inverse transforms of $k_j^2/k$ and $ik_z/k$ are sought numerically so that the convolution integral can be used to express the control laws in physical space. The discrete representation of each control law then becomes†:

$$\phi(x_j, z_k) = C \sum_{j'} \sum_{k'} W_{jk} w_p(x_{j+j'}, z_{k+k'}) \quad (3.1)$$

† Since $k_j^2/k$ and $ik_z/k$ are not periodic in the wavenumber space, a high resolution was used to obtain $W_{jk}$ and $W_{jk}^*$ to minimize aliasing error.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( k = z/\Delta z )</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( j = x/\Delta x )</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.4427</td>
<td>0.0031</td>
<td>-0.0440</td>
<td>0.0044</td>
<td>-0.0138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.0413</td>
<td>-0.0007</td>
<td>-0.0040</td>
<td>-0.0037</td>
<td>-0.0029</td>
<td>-0.0021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-0.0110</td>
<td>0.0057</td>
<td>0.0019</td>
<td>0.0011</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: The weight distribution of equation (3.1), \( W_{jk}^p \). The weights are symmetric between \( j \) and \(-j\) and \( k \) and \(-k\). The weights are normalized by \( W_{00}^p \). Bold faced weights are used in the calculation of figure 6. Here, \( \Delta x^+ = 40 \) and \( \Delta z^+ = 13 \) (\( \Delta x = 3\Delta z \)).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( k = z/\Delta z )</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( j = x/\Delta x )</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>-0.1039</td>
<td>0.2679</td>
<td>-0.0852</td>
<td>0.1419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.0086</td>
<td>0.0537</td>
<td>0.0503</td>
<td>0.0310</td>
<td>0.0340</td>
<td>0.0148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>-0.0104</td>
<td>0.0059</td>
<td>0.0051</td>
<td>0.0100</td>
<td>0.0074</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: The weight distribution of equation (3.2), \( W_{jk}^s \). The weights are symmetric between \( j \) and \(-j\) and antisymmetric between \( k \) and \(-k\). The weights are normalized by \( W_{00}^s \). Bold faced weights are used in the calculation of figure 7. Here, \( \Delta x^+ = 40 \) and \( \Delta z^+ = 13 \) (\( \Delta x = 3\Delta z \)).

\[
\phi(x_j, z_k) = C \sum_j \sum_{k'} W_{jk'}^w \frac{\partial w}{\partial y} \bigg|_{w} (x_{j+f}, z_{k+k'}),
\]

(3.2)

respectively. The subscripts, \( j \) and \( k \), denote the discretizing indices in the \( x \)- and \( z \)-directions respectively. The weights, \( W_{jk}^p \) and \( W_{jk}^s \), are given in tables 1 and 2. Note that the weights decay rapidly with distance from the point of interest, suggesting that the optimum actuation can be obtained by a local weighted average of the pressure or spanwise shear stress. The results obtained using a 37-point average for the pressure and an 11-point average for the spanwise shear stress yield about the same drag reduction as that obtained from full integration using equations (2.23) and (2.25) (see figures 6 and 7). The weights used in these calculations are bold-faced in tables 1 and 2. It is remarkable that localized information can produce such a significant drag reduction, especially for the control with the spanwise shear stress.

The weight distribution \( W_{jk}^p \) for \( j = 0 \) is very similar to the one found in the application of neural networks to the same turbulent flow (Lee et al. 1997), in which only a single strip of the spanwise shear information was used in the network. The control law of Lee et al.,

\[
\hat{\phi} = C \frac{ik_z}{|k_z|} \frac{\partial w}{\partial y} \bigg|_{w},
\]

(3.3)

produces almost the same distribution of blowing and suction as the present results. Note that blowing and suction from equation (2.25) are nearly the same as those from equation (3.3) because the near-wall structures have relatively slow variation in the streamwise direction (the \( k_x \) component is dominant). This blowing and suction distribution is also very similar to the one based on \( y^+ = 10 \) data (see Lee et al. 1997).

In figure 8, contours of the streamwise vorticity in a cross-flow plane for the control with equation (2.25) are compared with a no-control case. Significant reduction in
the strength of the streamwise vortices is evident. This again confirms the notion that a successful manipulation of the near-wall streamwise vortices can lead to drag reduction. The mean streamwise velocity and root-mean-square velocity near the wall are shown in figures 9 and 10, respectively, and compared with the no-control case. The trends are very similar to Choi et al. (1994) and Lee et al. (1997).

Finally, we mention that we tried to find a feedback control scheme minimizing the
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Figure 8. Contours of the streamwise vorticity in a cross-flow plane: (a) no control; (b) control based on wall-shear stress (equation (2.25)). The contour level increment is the same for both figures. Negative contours are dashed.

Figure 9. The mean streamwise velocity normalized by $u_c$: Thick solid line, control law (2.25); dashed line, no control. For the controlled case, the velocity is normalized by the controlled $u_c$. 
following cost functional:

\[ J(\phi) = \frac{\epsilon}{2\Delta t} \int_S \int_{t_t}^{t_{t+\Delta t}} \phi^2 \, dt \, dS + \frac{1}{2\Delta t} \int_S \int_{t_t}^{t_{t+\Delta t}} (\frac{\partial u}{\partial y})_w^m \, dt \, dS, \]  

with \( m = 1 \) or 2. This cost functional is the most natural choice since it contains the quantity directly related to drag. We followed the same procedure to derive the following control schemes:

\[ \hat{\phi} = 0, \]  

for \( m = 1 \), and

\[ \hat{\phi} = -C \frac{u_x}{k} \frac{\partial u}{\partial y}_w, \]  

for \( m = 2 \). Equation (3.5) obviously does not reduce drag and equation (3.6) increased drag in our numerical simulations. This failure appears to be due to the neglect of the nonlinear terms in our formulation, since the numerical solution of the optimum wall actuations with the full nonlinear terms gave different results (Bewley & Moin 1994). This suggests that even in a short time interval the nonlinear terms should be included in the suboptimal formulation when drag itself is chosen as the cost functional. Manipulation of the streamwise vortices by wall actuation, however, can be accomplished through a linear process as shown in the previous section. It appears that having a term that is directly related to near-wall streamwise vortices in the cost functional indirectly includes the nonlinear effect. This is probably related to the fact that near-wall streamwise vortices are self-sustained by a nonlinear process (Hamilton, Kim & Waleffe 1995). If the nonlinear terms are included, of course, it is impossible to derive the feedback control law in closed form without approximation. Hill (1993), on the other hand, considered the nonlinear term by modelling the near-wall flow using the Taylor series expansion and presented a feedback control law in closed form, which resulted in about 15% drag reduction.
4. Summary

We have obtained two simple feedback control laws for drag reduction by applying a suboptimal control procedure to a turbulent flow. This was possible since we selected two cost functionals guided by the successful control based on quantities monitored at $y^+ = 10$. The present control laws perform very well, resulting in substantial drag reductions when applied to a turbulent channel flow. More convenient control schemes requiring only local information were also derived, and were shown to work equally well. They require quantities measurable only at the surface and thus should be easier to implement in practice. The present results further substantiate the notion that a successful manipulation of the near-wall streamwise vorticity is the key to boundary-layer control for drag reduction.
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Appendix. Derivation of the solution (2.14)–(2.17)

Equations for the differential states $(\bar{\theta}, \rho)$, (2.11), (2.12) can be rewritten in terms of the Fourier coefficients,

\[
\dot{\bar{\theta}}_1 - \frac{\Delta t}{2Re} \left( \frac{d^2}{dy^2} - k^2 \right) \bar{\theta}_1 + \frac{ik_x \Delta t}{2} \dot{\rho} = 0,
\]

\[\text{(A 1)}\]

\[
\dot{\bar{\theta}}_2 - \frac{\Delta t}{2Re} \left( \frac{d^2}{dy^2} - k^2 \right) \bar{\theta}_2 + \frac{\Delta t}{2} \frac{d\dot{\rho}}{dy} = 0,
\]

\[\text{(A 2)}\]

\[
\dot{\bar{\theta}}_3 - \frac{\Delta t}{2Re} \left( \frac{d^2}{dy^2} - k^2 \right) \bar{\theta}_3 + \frac{ik_x \Delta t}{2} \dot{\rho} = 0,
\]

\[\text{(A 3)}\]

\[
\frac{ik_x \dot{\bar{\theta}}_1 + ik_x \dot{\bar{\theta}}_3 + \frac{d\dot{\theta}_2}{dy}}{dy} = 0,
\]

\[\text{(A 4)}\]

with

\[
\dot{\bar{\theta}}(0) = \dot{\bar{\theta}}_0, \quad \dot{\bar{\theta}}(\infty) = 0,
\]

\[\text{(A 5)}\]

where \(\dot{\bar{\theta}}_i\) and \(\dot{\rho}\) are defined as follows:

\[
\bar{\theta}_i = \sum_{k_x} \sum_{k_z} \bar{\theta}_i(y) e^{ik_x x} e^{ik_z z},
\]

\[\text{(A 6)}\]

\[
\rho = \sum_{k_x} \sum_{k_z} \rho(y) e^{ik_x x} e^{ik_z z}.
\]

\[\text{(A 7)}\]

The operation $ik_x \cdot (A 1) + d/dy(A 2) + ik_x \cdot (A 3)$ together with equation (A 4) yields

\[
\frac{d^2 \dot{\rho}}{dy^2} - k^2 \dot{\rho} = 0,
\]

\[\text{(A 8)}\]

which has a non-growing solution,

\[
\dot{\rho} = \dot{\rho}_0 e^{-ky},
\]

\[\text{(A 9)}\]
with a wall value, $\hat{\beta}_w$, which will be determined later. Using (A.9), we can find solutions to equations (A.1), (A.2), (A.3),

$$\hat{\beta}_1(y) = \frac{\Delta t}{2} i k_x \hat{\beta}_w \left( \exp[-(k^2 + 2Re/\Delta t)^{1/2} y] - e^{-k_y y} \right),$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.10)  

$$\hat{\beta}_3(y) = \frac{\Delta t}{2} i k_z \hat{\beta}_w \left( \exp[-(k^2 + 2Re/\Delta t)^{1/2} y] - e^{-k_y y} \right),$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.11)  

$$\hat{\beta}_2(y) = \left( \hat{\phi} - \frac{\Delta t}{2} k^2 \hat{\beta}_w \right) \exp[-(k^2 + 2Re/\Delta t)^{1/2} y] + \frac{\Delta t}{2} k \hat{\beta}_w e^{-k_y y}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.12)  

With these, equation (A.4) reduces to

$$\left( - \left( k^2 + \frac{2Re}{\Delta t} \right)^{1/2} \left( \hat{\phi} - \frac{\Delta t}{2} k \hat{\beta}_w \right) - \frac{\Delta t}{2} k^2 \hat{\beta}_w \right) \exp[-(k^2 + 2Re/\Delta t)^{1/2} y] = 0.$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.13)  

Since $2Re/\Delta t \gg k^2$, equation (A.13) yields

$$\hat{\beta}_w = \frac{2}{\Delta t} \hat{\phi}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.14)  

With this, equations (A.10), (A.11), (A.12), (A.9) become equations (2.14), (2.15), (2.16), (2.17), respectively.
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A systems theory framework is presented for the linear stabilization of two-dimensional laminar plane Poiseuille flow. The governing linearized Navier–Stokes equations are converted to control-theoretic models using a numerical discretization scheme. Fluid system poles, which are closely related to Orr–Sommerfeld eigenvalues, and fluid system zeros are computed using the control-theoretic models. It is shown that the location of system zeros, in addition to the well-studied system eigenvalues, are important in linear stability control. The location of system zeros determines the effect of feedback control on both stable and unstable eigenvalues. In addition, system zeros can be used to determine sensor locations that lead to simple feedback control schemes. Feedback controllers are designed that make a new fluid–actuator–sensor–controller system linearly stable. Feedback control is shown to be robust to a wide range of Reynolds numbers. The systems theory concepts of modal controllability and observability are used to show that feedback control can lead to short periods of high-amplitude transients that are unseen at the output. These transients may invalidate the linear model, stimulate nonlinear effects, and/or form a path of ‘bypass’ transition in a controlled system. Numerical simulations are presented to validate the stabilization of both single-wavenumber and multiple-wavenumber instabilities. Finally, it is shown that a controller designed upon linear theory also has a strong stabilizing effect on two-dimensional finite-amplitude disturbances. As a result, secondary instabilities due to infinitesimal three-dimensional disturbances in the presence of a finite-amplitude two-dimensional disturbance cease to exist.

1. Introduction

A basic problem in fluid dynamics is the theoretical understanding of how instability in laminar shear flow leads to transition to turbulence. Since laminar flow is preferred in many applications, the suppression of fluid instabilities to maintain laminar flow would be very useful. Towards this goal, active boundary layer control of instability has been proposed. The nonlinear aspects of the transition process are still not clearly known. It has been shown (Orszag & Patera 1983) that some shear flows may sustain two-dimensional finite-amplitude instabilities that cause infinitesimal three-dimensional disturbances to be highly unstable. This two-dimensional primary instability/three-dimensional secondary instability process may be one non-linear mechanism that leads to transition. Conversely, the behaviour of infinitesimal

† Present address: Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 4800 Oak Grove Drive, Pasadena, CA 91109, USA.
(linear) disturbances in laminar shear flow is well understood (Orr 1907; Sommerfeld 1908; Drazin & Reid 1981). Therefore, linear analysis provides a natural starting point to begin to develop active control schemes that may eventually lead to full transition control. It is the purpose of this paper to develop feedback controllers based on linear theory that stabilize two-dimensional plane Poiseuille flow to infinitesimal disturbances. In addition, it will be shown that a controller designed upon linear theory has a strong stabilizing effect on two-dimensional finite-amplitude instabilities. As a result, secondary three-dimensional instabilities as described in Orszag & Patera (1983) cease to exist in such a system.

Most prior work in the area of laminar flow linear instability suppression has concentrated on the wave superposition approach. A nice survey of past work is given in Joslin, Erlebach & Hussaini (1994). The basic idea is that boundary layer instabilities appear as a combination of many sinusoidally growing waves of certain frequencies, phases, and amplitudes. If these wave parameters are known, or if they can be determined, a second wave may be stimulated in the flow that is exactly out of phase with the instability wave. In this way, the two waves may destructively interfere and flow may be stabilized. Disturbance of the flow field to cause a wave motion to appear has been experimentally demonstrated using several methods such as vibrating ribbons (Schubauer & Skramstad 1947), vibrating wires (Milling 1981), and heating elements (Nosenchuck 1982). In addition, several authors have numerically obtained wave superposition results based on Navier–Stokes simulations (Beringen 1984; Metcalfe et al. 1986). Most of the results, however, report incomplete destruction of instability waves. Joslin et al. (1994) explain that wave cancellation is very sensitive to the wave parameters and postulate that incomplete destruction reported in past studies was due to improper phase or amplitude properties of the cancelling wave.

In addition, Bower, Kegelman & Pal (1987) considered the Orr–Sommerfeld equation in designing an input to channel flow that may counteract the effects of a disturbance that excites instabilities. They showed that if an oscillating flat pulse function at the lower boundary of a channel excited inherent instabilities, a second oscillating flat pulse function could be constructed downstream that negated excitement of the instabilities. Much like the wave superposition approach, their aim was not to stabilize the underlying dynamics of the problem, but rather to 'cancel' the effects of a specific disturbance.

Unlike past work, our aim is to use systems theory to construct a combination fluid–actuator–sensor–controller system that is inherently stable. In essence, the approach changes the philosophy of the problem from thinking about how inputs can mitigate an inherently unstable system to thinking about how sensors and actuators can be added to form an entirely new stable system. Recently, mathematical control systems theory has begun to be applied to fluid systems (Burns & Ou 1994; Gunzburger, Hou & Suqobodny 1992; Choi, Moin & Kim 1993). A control theory approach for laminar flow linear instability suppression will be shown to have several advantages over the traditional wave cancellation approach. It will eliminate the need to explicitly measure phase and frequency of instabilities. Also, it will provide a framework to select sensor locations in order to have the least complex controller. Further, feedback control will be shown to be extremely robust to changing Reynolds numbers given proper sensor location. In addition, linear feedback controllers will be shown to have a strong stabilizing effect on two-dimensional finite-amplitude disturbances.

This paper is organized as follows. In §2, we formulate the linear channel flow problem using the linearized Navier–Stokes equations. Boundary input in the form
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of blowing/suction and boundary output in terms of shear are represented within the equations. In §3, we introduce the concepts of zeros and poles of a system, as well as control-theoretic models. The governing partial-differential equation for the system is converted into a set of first-order, ordinary differential equations via a Galerkin method. These first-order, ordinary differential equations are then converted into a control-theoretic model. Section 4 describes the infinite-dimensional nature of the channel flow system and how it affects the selection of actuation. Section 5 describes the numerical model and the verification of the calculated poles and zeros. Section 6 introduces feedback control design. It is shown that judicious sensor placement, based on zero locations, can lead to simple control schemes. Furthermore, the control system is extremely robust to change in Reynolds number. Section 7 explores unobservable modal reinforcement as a possible path of 'bypass' transition in a controlled system. It then shows how a particular control model, called the modal-canonical state space model, may be used to assess observability of modal reinforcement. Section 8 demonstrates multiple-wavenumber instability control. Section 9 demonstrates that a linear controller has a strong stabilizing effect on two-dimensional, finite-amplitude instabilities. As a result, secondary three-dimensional instabilities as described by Orszag & Patera (1983) cease to exist. Finally, §10 outlines conclusions.

2. Problem formulation

2.1. Dynamic equations

We consider two-dimensional plane Poiseuille flow between two parallel stationary plates. Let the channel be of finite length and finite height, with the centreline at zero. The flow in the channel is described by the unsteady nonlinear incompressible Navier–Stokes equations. In order to study the linear stability of the system, we follow the standard procedure. Consider small perturbations in the velocities of \( \tilde{u}(x, y, t) \) in the horizontal direction, \( \tilde{v}(x, y, t) \) in the vertical direction, and \( \tilde{p}(x, y, t) \) in the pressure field. Let the primary flow be represented by \( U(y) \) with \( U_c \) being the centreline velocity. The linearized incompressible Navier–Stokes equations may be formed by substituting the primary flow and small perturbations into the nonlinear incompressible Navier–Stokes equations and disregarding the second-order terms involving the perturbations,

\[
\frac{\partial \tilde{u}(x, y, t)}{\partial t} + U(y) \frac{\partial \tilde{u}(x, y, t)}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial U(y)}{\partial y} \tilde{v}(x, y, t) = -\frac{\partial \tilde{p}(x, y, t)}{\partial x} + \frac{1}{Re} \nabla^2 \tilde{u}(x, y, t),
\]

(2.1)

\[
\frac{\partial \tilde{v}(x, y, t)}{\partial t} + U(y) \frac{\partial \tilde{v}(x, y, t)}{\partial x} = -\frac{\partial \tilde{p}(x, y, t)}{\partial y} + \frac{1}{Re} \nabla^2 \tilde{v}(x, y, t),
\]

(2.2)

\[
\frac{\partial \tilde{u}(x, y, t)}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial \tilde{v}(x, y, t)}{\partial y} = 0,
\]

(2.3)

where the flow variables are non-dimensionalized by the channel half-height, \( H \), and centreline velocity, \( U_c \). \( Re \) is the Reynolds number defined as \( (U_c H / v) \) where \( v \) is the kinematic viscosity. By introducing a 'stream function', \( \psi(x, y, t) \),

\[
\tilde{u}(x, y, t) \triangleq \frac{\partial \psi(x, y, t)}{\partial y}
\]

(2.4)

and

\[
\tilde{v}(x, y, t) \triangleq -\frac{\partial \psi(x, y, t)}{\partial x},
\]

(2.5)
(2.1)–(2.3) may be combined into a single equation,
\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial t} \frac{\partial^2 \psi}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\partial}{\partial t} \frac{\partial^2 \psi}{\partial y^2} = -U(y) \frac{\partial^3 \psi}{\partial x^3} - U(y) \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \frac{\partial^2 \psi}{\partial y^2} + \frac{d^2 U(y)}{dy^2} \frac{\partial \psi}{\partial x} + \frac{1}{Re} \nabla^2 (\nabla^2 \psi). \tag{2.6}
\]
Assume periodic boundary conditions in the streamwise \((x)\) direction. For channel flow, with rigid plates at \(y = -1\) and \(y = 1\), the no-slip boundary conditions become
\[
\begin{align*}
\psi(x, y = -1, t) &= 0, \tag{2.7} \\
\frac{\partial \psi}{\partial y}(x, y = -1, t) &= 0, \tag{2.8} \\
\psi(x, y = 1, t) &= 0, \tag{2.9} \\
\frac{\partial \psi}{\partial y}(x, y = 1, t) &= 0. \tag{2.10}
\end{align*}
\]
With an initial condition
\[
\psi(x, y, t = 0) = g(x, y) \tag{2.11}
\]
the boundary value problem is completely formed. Existence and uniqueness of solutions for the linearized Navier–Stokes equations have been studied in Ladyzhenskaya (1969), Kreiss & Lorenz (1989), and Temam (1984). Equations (2.6)–(2.11) represent the starting point for construction of a feedback control system. These equations neither include any control terms nor do they describe any sensing of flow field variables.

2.2. Boundary input

We consider the case of blowing/suction at the lower wall of the channel. The boundary conditions are now modified from before to include boundary input, represented as the known separable function \(q(t)w(x)f(y)\),
\[
\begin{align*}
\psi(x, y = -1, t) &= q(t)w(x)f(y = -1), \tag{2.12} \\
\frac{\partial \psi}{\partial y}(x, y = -1, t) &= q(t)w(x)\frac{\partial f(y = -1)}{\partial y} = 0, \tag{2.13} \\
\psi(x, y = 1, t) &= 0, \tag{2.14} \\
\frac{\partial \psi}{\partial y}(x, y = 1, t) &= q(t)w(x)\frac{\partial f(y = 1)}{\partial y} = 0. \tag{2.15}
\end{align*}
\]
Note that these conditions constrain the function \(f(y)\) such that
\[
\begin{align*}
f(y = -1) &\neq 0, \tag{2.16} \\
\frac{\partial f(y = -1)}{\partial y} &= 0, \tag{2.17} \\
f(y = 1) &= 0, \tag{2.18} \\
\frac{\partial f(y = 1)}{\partial y} &= 0. \tag{2.19}
\end{align*}
\]
Many functions may be equally appropriate. One such function is
\[
f(y) = \frac{1}{2} y^4 + \frac{1}{4} y^3 - y^2 - \frac{1}{4} y + 1. \tag{2.20}
\]
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In order to relate boundary conditions on \( \psi \) to blowing/suction in the wall-normal direction, we use (2.5) to relate \( \hat{u}(x, y, t) \) and \( \psi(x, y, t) \). Then (2.12) becomes

\[
\hat{u}(x, y = -1, t) = -q(t)\frac{\partial w(x)}{\partial x} f(y = -1). \tag{2.21}
\]

Note that \( \hat{u}(x, y, t) \) is related to the derivative of \( w(x) \). The homogeneous equation (2.6) and the inhomogeneous boundary condition (2.12) can be converted into an inhomogeneous equation with homogeneous boundary conditions by introducing

\[
\phi(x, y, t) \overset{\Delta}{=} \psi(x, y, t) - q(t)f(y)w(x). \tag{2.22}
\]

Then by substituting into (2.6), we obtain

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{\partial}{\partial t} \frac{\partial^2 \phi}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\partial}{\partial t} \frac{\partial^2 \phi}{\partial y^2} &= -U(y) \frac{\partial^3 \phi}{\partial x^3} - U(y) \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \frac{\partial^2 \phi}{\partial y^2} + \frac{\partial^2 U(y)}{\partial y^2} \frac{\partial \phi}{\partial x} + \frac{1}{Re} \frac{\partial^4 \phi}{\partial x^4} + 2\frac{1}{Re} \frac{\partial^2}{\partial x^2} \frac{\partial^2 \phi}{\partial y^2} \\
+ \frac{1}{Re} \frac{\partial^4 \phi}{\partial y^4} - \frac{\partial q(t)}{\partial t} \frac{\partial^2 w(x)}{\partial x^2} f(y) - \frac{\partial q(t)}{\partial x} \frac{\partial^2 w(x)}{\partial y^2} - q(t) \frac{\partial^3 w(x)}{\partial x^3} U(y) f(y) \\
- q(t) \frac{\partial w(x)}{\partial x} U(y) \frac{\partial^2 f(y)}{\partial y^2} + q(t) \frac{\partial w(x)}{\partial x} \frac{\partial^2 U(y)}{\partial y^2} f(y) + \frac{1}{Re} q(t) \frac{\partial^4 w(x)}{\partial x^4} f(y) \\
+ 2\frac{1}{Re} q(t) \frac{\partial^2 w(x)}{\partial x^2} \frac{\partial^2 f(y)}{\partial y^2} + \frac{1}{Re} q(t) w(x) \frac{\partial^4 f(y)}{\partial y^4}. \tag{2.23}
\end{align*}
\]

The boundary conditions in terms of \( \phi \) are now

\[
\begin{align*}
\phi(y = -1) &= 0, \tag{2.24} \\
\frac{\partial \phi(y = -1)}{\partial y} &= 0, \tag{2.25} \\
\phi(y = 1) &= 0, \tag{2.26} \\
\frac{\partial \phi(y = 1)}{\partial y} &= 0. \tag{2.27}
\end{align*}
\]

2.3. Boundary output

We use the streamwise component of shear at a single boundary point, \( z(x_i, y = -1, t) \), as our boundary output, which is given by

\[
z(x_i, y = -1, t) = \frac{\partial \hat{u}(x_i, y = -1, t)}{\partial y}. \tag{2.28}
\]

By expressing \( \hat{u}(x_i, y = -1, t) \) in terms of the stream function (2.4),

\[
z(x_i, y = -1, t) = \frac{\partial^2 \psi(x_i, y = -1, t)}{\partial y^2}, \tag{2.29}
\]

and by observing (2.22)

\[
z(x_i, y = -1, t) = \frac{\partial^2 \psi(x_i, y = -1, t)}{\partial y^2} = \frac{\partial^2 \phi(x_i, y = -1, t)}{\partial y^2} + q(t) \frac{\partial^2 f(y = -1)}{\partial y^2} w(x_i). \tag{2.30}
\]

3. Zeros, eigenvalues, and control-theoretic models

Linear stability analysis of (2.6) (Drazin & Reid 1981) shows that the system is linearly unstable for a range of Reynolds numbers. The goal of this paper is to
stabilize the system using control theory. To do this, we first transform the governing equations into special control-theoretic models.

3.1. System transfer function

We have defined a single-input/single-output (SISO) system in the sense that only one scalar function, \( q(t) \), defines the entire input and one scalar function, \( z(t) \), defines the output. A common form of control model for a finite-dimensional SISO system is the transfer function model. The transfer function, \( H(s) \), is defined as the Laplace transform of the output, \( z(t) \), divided by the Laplace transform of the input, \( q(t) \), where zero initial conditions are assumed. Then

\[
H(s) \triangleq \frac{\mathcal{L}[z(t)]}{\mathcal{L}[q(t)]} = \frac{Z(s)}{Q(s)}.
\]  

(3.1)

For finite-dimensional systems, \( Z(s) \) and \( Q(s) \) take the form of polynomials in the complex variable \( s \). These polynomials may be factored to yield an equivalent representation,

\[
H(s) \triangleq \frac{Z(s)}{Q(s)} = \frac{\prod_{j=1}^{J}(s - \zeta_j)}{\prod_{i=1}^{I}(s - p_i)}.
\]  

(3.2)

In this form, \( p_1 \ldots p_I \) are the poles of the system. The poles of any system are dependent solely on the physics of the underlying system, independent of any particular input or output. Unstable modes of the system appear as poles whose real part is greater than zero. As will be seen in later sections, the poles are closely related to the eigenvalues of the Orr–Sommerfeld equation. The values \( \zeta_1 \ldots \zeta_J \) are the zeros of the system. They are heavily dependent on which particular inputs and outputs are used on the system. As will be seen later, the position of these zeros will dictate sensor locations and will reveal the effect of feedback control on the eigenvalues. A graphical representation of the transfer function can be produced by plotting the poles and zeros in the complex \( s \)-space.

3.2. State-variable model

Much of modern control theory is based on the state-variable representation of a dynamic system. This representation relies on the basic fact that the motion of any finite-dimensional dynamic system may be expressed as a set of first-order ordinary differential equations. As a simple example of a state variable model (Franklin, Powell & Emami-Naeini 1988), Newton's law for a constant single mass, \( M \), moving in one dimension, \( x \), under a force, \( F(t) \), is

\[
M \frac{d^2 x(t)}{dt^2} = F(t).
\]  

(3.3)

If we define one state variable as the position \( x_1 \triangleq x(t) \) and the other state variable as the velocity \( x_2 \triangleq \frac{dx(t)}{dt} \), (3.3) can be written as

\[
\frac{dx_1}{dt} = x_2,
\]  

(3.4)

\[
\frac{dx_2}{dt} = \frac{F(t)}{M}.
\]  

(3.5)
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Furthermore, the first-order linear ordinary differential equations can be expressed using matrix notation

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\frac{dx_1}{dt} \\
\frac{dx_2}{dt}
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
0 & 1 \\
0 & 0
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
x_1 \\
x_2
\end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix}
0 \\
1
\end{bmatrix} \frac{F}{M}
\]

(3.6)

or

\[
\frac{dx}{dt} = Ax + Bq.
\]

(3.7)

If we take output as position, \( x_i \),

\[
z = \begin{bmatrix}
1 & 0
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
x_1 \\
x_2
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(3.8)

or

\[
z = C \cdot x
\]

(3.9)

The matrix \( A \), and the vectors \( B \) and \( C \) are called the state space matrices of the single-input, single-output (SISO) system. More specifically, the \( A \) matrix is referred to as the dynamic matrix of the system. It can be shown that the poles of the system are simply the eigenvalues of the \( A \) matrix. In the more general case of multiple-input, multiple-output (MIMO) systems, \( B \) and \( C \) are matrices. For generality, we may add another term, \( Dq \), to the output equation to account for systems in which there is direct feedthrough from the input to the output. Then,

\[
z = C \cdot x + Dq
\]

(3.10)

In the case of no direct feedthrough, \( D = 0 \), the state space and transfer function models are related as

\[
H(s) \Delta \frac{Z(s)}{Q(s)} = C(sI - A)^{-1}B.
\]

(3.11)

3.3. State-space formulation for channel system

We will convert our problem into a set of first-order ordinary differential equations and then form a state-space model from these equations. The state-space model can then be represented with transfer function poles and zeros. We will proceed in this way for two reasons. First, our system lends itself to decomposition into first-order ordinary-differential equations by use of a Galerkin method. More importantly, however, the state-space model lends itself to extremely elegant ways to control eigenvalues of a system in well prescribed ways. It should be noted that unlike the single-mass example given above, the channel system requires an infinite number of ordinary differential equations to describe its motion. This is known as an infinite-dimensional system. As a result, any finite number of ordinary-differential equations used in a state-space model will not completely describe the system. The difficulties associated with such a system are taken up after a discussion of the Galerkin method used to obtain the ordinary-differential equations.

3.3.1. First-order system

We use a standard Galerkin procedure to convert the governing partial differential equation (2.23) into a system of ordinary-differential equations. Assume an
approximate solution of (2.23) as

\[ \phi_a(x, y, t) \triangleq \sum_{m=-N}^{N} \sum_{n=0}^{M} a_{mn}(t) P_n(x) \Gamma_m(y). \tag{3.12} \]

By using Fourier functions, \( e^{in_0x} \), for \( P_n(x) \) and basis functions constructed from Chebyshev polynomials for \( \Gamma_m(y) \) (Joshi 1996), we obtain a first-order system. Define inner products in the streamwise \((x)\) and normal \((y)\) directions respectively:

\[ [e^{in_0x}, e^{in_0x}]_x \triangleq \frac{1}{L} \int_{-L/2}^{L/2} e^{in_0x} e^{-in_0x} dx = \delta_{mn}, \quad \alpha_0 \triangleq \frac{2\pi}{L}, \tag{3.13} \]

and

\[ [\Gamma_m(y), \Gamma_n(y)]_y \triangleq \int_{-1}^{1} \frac{\Gamma_m(y) \Gamma_n(y)}{(1 - y^2)^{1/2}} dy, \tag{3.14} \]

where \( L \) is the non-dimensional length of the finite-length channel. Applying the orthogonality of the basis functions in \( x \), we obtain a system of first-order ordinary differential equations:

\[-\sum_{m=0}^{M} \frac{\partial a_{lm}(t)}{\partial t} \alpha_0^2 \beta_{mk}^0 + \sum_{m=0}^{M} \frac{\partial a_{lm}(t)}{\partial t} \beta_{mk}^2 = \sum_{m=0}^{M} a_{lm}(t) \alpha_0^3 \beta_{mk}^0 - \sum_{m=0}^{M} a_{lm}(t) \alpha_0 \beta_{mk}^{2+} \]

\[+ \sum_{m=0}^{M} a_{lm}(t) \alpha_0 \beta_{mk}^{2-} + \frac{1}{Re} \sum_{m=0}^{M} a_{lm}(t) \alpha_0 \beta_{mk}^0 \]

\[+ \frac{1}{Re} \sum_{m=0}^{M} a_{lm}(t) \beta_{mk}^4 + \frac{\partial q(t)}{\partial t} [S_{ik}^1] + q(t) [S_{ik}^2], i = -N \ldots N, k = 0 \ldots M, \tag{3.15} \]

where

\[ S_{ik}^1 \triangleq - \left[ \frac{\partial^2 w(x)}{\partial x^2}, P_i(x) \right]_x \left[ v(y), \Gamma_k(y) \right]_y - \left[ w(x), P_i(x) \right]_x \left[ \frac{\partial^2 v(y)}{\partial y^2}, \Gamma_k(y) \right]_y \tag{3.16} \]

and

\[ S_{ik}^2 \triangleq - \left[ \frac{\partial^3 w(x)}{\partial x^3}, P_i(x) \right]_x \left[ U(y) v(y), \Gamma_k(y) \right]_y - \left[ \frac{\partial w(x)}{\partial x}, P_i(x) \right]_x \left[ U(y) \frac{\partial^2 v(y)}{\partial y^2}, \Gamma_k(y) \right]_y \]

\[+ \left[ \frac{\partial w(x)}{\partial x}, P_i(x) \right]_x \left[ \frac{\partial^2 U(y)}{\partial y^2}, \Gamma_k(y) \right]_y + \frac{1}{Re} \left[ \frac{\partial^3 w(x)}{\partial x^3}, P_i(x) \right]_x \left[ v(y), \Gamma_k(y) \right]_y \]

\[+ 2 \frac{1}{Re} \left[ \frac{\partial^2 w(x)}{\partial x^2}, P_i(x) \right]_x \left[ \frac{\partial^2 v(y)}{\partial y^2}, \Gamma_k(y) \right]_y + \frac{1}{y} \left[ w(x), P_i(x) \right]_x \left[ \frac{\partial^4 v(y)}{\partial y^4}, \Gamma_k(y) \right]_y. \tag{3.17} \]

In this system, \( \alpha_0 \) is the fundamental wavenumber in the \( x \)-direction, defined as \( 2\pi/L \), and the \( \beta \) coefficients are defined in terms of the following scalar products, where the \( \Gamma(y) \) are the basis functions in \( y \):

\[ \beta_{mk}^0 \triangleq \left[ \frac{\partial \Gamma_m(y)}{\partial y^j}, \Gamma_k(y) \right]_y, \quad j = 0 \ldots 4, \tag{3.18} \]

\[ \beta_{mk}^{0+} \triangleq [U(y) \Gamma_m(y), \Gamma_k(y)]_y, \tag{3.19} \]

\[ \beta_{mk}^{0-} \triangleq \left[ \frac{\partial^2 U(y)}{\partial y^2}, \Gamma_m(y), \Gamma_k(y) \right]_y. \tag{3.20} \]
Systems theory approach to feedback stabilization of plane Poiseuille flow

\[ \beta_{mn}^{2+} = \left[ U(y) \frac{\partial^2 \Gamma_m(y)}{\partial y^2}, \Gamma_k(y) \right]_y. \]  
\[ \text{(3.21)} \]

3.3.2. Transformation to state-space form

We may visualize (3.15) in block matrix form as

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
M_{-N} & 0 & \cdots & 0 \\
0 & M_{-N+1} & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & \ddots & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & M_N
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
\frac{d\hat{a}_{l_{-N}}}{dt} \\
\frac{d\hat{a}_{l_{-N+1}}}{dt} \\
\vdots \\
\frac{d\hat{a}_{l_{-N}}}{dt}
\end{bmatrix}
= \begin{bmatrix}
K_{-N} & 0 & \cdots & 0 \\
0 & K_{-N+1} & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & \ddots & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & K_N
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
\hat{a}_{l_{-N}} \\
\hat{a}_{l_{-N+1}} \\
\vdots \\
\hat{a}_{l_{-N}}
\end{bmatrix}
+ \begin{bmatrix}
Y_1 \\
Y_2
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
\frac{d_q(t)}{dt} \\
\frac{d_q(t)}{dt}
\end{bmatrix}
\]
\[ \text{(3.22)} \]

where \( \hat{a}_{l_{mp}} \) denotes a column vector of all \( a_{lk} \) coefficients whose first index, \( l \), is the value \( p \). In compact notation,

\[
M \frac{da}{dt} = Ka + \begin{bmatrix} Y_1 & Y_2 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
\frac{d_q(t)}{dt} \\
\frac{d_q(t)}{dt}
\end{bmatrix}.
\]
\[ \text{(3.23)} \]

Assuming non-singularity of the \( M \) matrix, we may invert to obtain

\[
\frac{da}{dt} = M^{-1}Ka + \begin{bmatrix} M^{-1}Y_1 & M^{-1}Y_2 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
\frac{d_q(t)}{dt} \\
\frac{d_q(t)}{dt}
\end{bmatrix}
\]
\[ \text{(3.24)} \]

where \( a, K, Y_1 \) and \( Y_2 \) are all complex. By expanding in terms of real and imaginary parts, we obtain

\[
\frac{da_R}{dt} + i \frac{da_I}{dt} = M^{-1}K_ra_R + iM^{-1}K_ia_R + iM^{-1}K_ra_I - M^{-1}K_ia_I
+ M^{-1}Y_1q(t) + iM^{-1}Y_1q(t) + M^{-1}Y_2q_R \frac{dq(t)}{dt} + iM^{-1}Y_2q_I \frac{dq(t)}{dt}.
\]
\[ \text{(3.25)} \]

where the subscript \( R \) or \( I \) indicates real or imaginary parts. Define

\[
\tilde{p} \triangleq \begin{bmatrix} a_R \\
a_I \\
q(t)
\end{bmatrix}.
\]
\[ \text{(3.26)} \]

Then the state space system is

\[
\frac{d\tilde{p}}{dt} = \begin{bmatrix}
M^{-1}K_R & -M^{-1}K_I & M^{-1}Y_{1R} \\
M^{-1}K_I & M^{-1}K_R & M^{-1}Y_{1I} \\
0 & 0 & 0
\end{bmatrix} \tilde{p} + \begin{bmatrix}
M^{-1}Y_{2R} \\
M^{-1}Y_{2I} \\
1
\end{bmatrix} \frac{dq(t)}{dt}.
\]
\[ \text{(3.27)} \]

We write (3.27) as

\[
\frac{d\tilde{p}}{dt} = Ap + B \frac{dq(t)}{dt} \triangleq \tilde{A}\tilde{p} + Bu(t)
\]
\[ \text{(3.28)} \]
where the input to the system is \( dq(t)/dt \). Note since \( q(t) \) in (2.12) is related to physical blowing/suction, it is important to keep in mind that the input to this model is the derivative of \( q(t) \). In physical terms, any input derived from this model will be in terms of \( dq(t)/dt \) and therefore must be integrated before it can be applied as physical blowing/suction.

### 3.3.3. Measurement equations

By observing (2.30) and using the assumed solution form (3.12)

\[
\begin{align*}
\psi(x_i, y = -1, t) &= \frac{\partial^2 \psi(x_i, y = -1, t)}{\partial y^2} = \frac{\partial^2 \phi}{\partial y^2} + q(t)\frac{\partial^2 f(y = -1)}{\partial y^2} w(x_i) \\
&= \sum_{n=-N}^{N} \sum_{m=0}^{M} a_{nm}(t) \frac{\partial^2 \Gamma_m(y = -1)}{\partial y^2} + q(t)\frac{\partial^2 f(y = -1)}{\partial y^2} w(x_i) + \rho(t, x_i, y = -1)
\end{align*}
\]

(3.29)

where \( \rho(t, x_i, y = -1) \), the residual component of streamwise shear due to the truncated expansion, is assumed to be negligible compared to the two other terms. The second term on the right-hand side of (3.29) is made up of the known input terms (2.12).

Denote

\[
D \triangleq \frac{\partial^2 f(y = -1)}{\partial y^2} w(x_i).
\]

(3.30)

By pulling out the complex time coefficients and denoting them as the vector \( \mathbf{a} \) as above we may construct a complex observation matrix, \( \mathbf{O} \)

\[
\psi(x_i, y = -1, t) = \mathbf{O} \mathbf{a} + Dq(t).
\]

(3.31)

Finally, by creating \( \bar{\mathbf{p}} \) by stacking the real and imaginary parts of \( \mathbf{a} \), as well as \( q(t) \), we may construct an observation equation in state-variable form

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\psi_R(x_i, y = -1, t) \\
\psi_I(x_i, y = -1, t)
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
\mathbf{O}_R & -\mathbf{O}_I & D \\
\mathbf{O}_I & \mathbf{O}_R & 0
\end{bmatrix}
\bar{\mathbf{p}}.
\]

(3.32)

Since we may measure only real output (shear), we are left with only the top half of the observation matrix,

\[
\psi_R(x_i, y = -1, t) = \begin{bmatrix} \mathbf{O}_R & -\mathbf{O}_I & D \end{bmatrix} \bar{\mathbf{p}}.
\]

(3.33)

In order to describe the system in traditional control terms, define

\[
\mathbf{C} \triangleq \begin{bmatrix} \mathbf{O}_R & -\mathbf{O}_I & D \end{bmatrix}.
\]

(3.34)

Then,

\[
\psi_R(x_i, y = -1, t) = \mathbf{C} \bar{\mathbf{p}}
\]

(3.35)

### 3.3.4. Initial conditions

We have not accounted for the initial value (2.11) in our boundary value problem. We may account for the initial condition by assuming it can be written as a series expansion in terms of \( \Gamma_m(y) \). Then

\[
\begin{align*}
\psi(x, y, t = 0) &= \psi(x, y, t = 0) - s(t = 0)f(y)w(x) = g(x, y) - s(t = 0)f(y)w(x) \\
&= \sum_{n=-N}^{N} \sum_{m=0}^{M} b_{nm} \psi \Gamma_m(y)
\end{align*}
\]

(3.36)
where $b_{nm}$ are assumed known. Then

$$a(t = 0) = b.$$  \hfill (3.37)

Since $a$ and $b$ are both complex, stack the real and imaginary components to arrive at an initial condition on $\bar{p}$:

$$\bar{p}(t = 0) = \begin{bmatrix} b_R \\ b_i \\ q(t = 0) \end{bmatrix}.$$  \hfill (3.38)

We have now defined the system completely in the state-variable form of (3.7), (3.9) where $A$ and $B$ are given in (3.28), $C$ is given in (3.35), and the initial condition is (3.38). Although we have shown the state-space formulation using a single input and a single output, we may formulate the multiple input/multiple output case similarly. In that case, the multiple input functions are represented as a sum of separable functions in (2.12) and multiple outputs are represented as a vector whose components are of the form (3.35). It should be noted that in the multiple input case, it is important for physical implementation that for any finite stretch in the $x$-direction, only one of the multiple input functions is non-zero.

4. Infinite-dimensional nature of the channel problem and effect on actuator design

In a system described by partial-differential equations, such as the channel flow problem, no finite-dimensional model will capture all the dynamics of the system. Such a system is called infinite-dimensional. By examining the Galerkin approximate solution (3.12), we see that the approximate solution can converge only as $N, M \to \infty$. This would result in an infinite number of ordinary differential equations. Each $n$ value included in the approximate solution is referred to as adding an additional wavenumber in the dynamic model. Even for just one wavenumber, $n = N$ (say), we see the assumed Galerkin solution requires an infinite number of terms in the $y$-direction,

$$\phi_n(x, y, t) \triangleq \sum_{m=0}^{M-\infty} a_{nm}(t) P_n(x) \Gamma_m(y).$$  \hfill (4.1)

Interestingly, by examining the structure of the $A$ matrix in the resulting state-space model, we see that the dynamics associated with each individual wavenumber are decoupled from the others. This is characterized by a block diagonal form of the $A$ matrix, (4.2). As a result, we may separate the problem of determining system poles into a set of smaller problems that include only one wavenumber at a time:

$$A = \begin{bmatrix} [A_{(n=1)}] & 0 & \cdots & \infty \\ 0 & [A_{(n=2)}] & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & \ddots & 0 \\ \infty & 0 & 0 & [A_{(n=\infty)}] \end{bmatrix}.$$  \hfill (4.2)

Indeed, the eigenvalues (poles) of the entire $A$ matrix are simply the eigenvalues (poles) of each smaller $A$ matrix block. Offsetting this computational advantage, however, is the fact that the locations of the zeros are not decoupled by wavenumber. Therefore, even though the poles of the system can be calculated separately using only one wavenumber in a particular computation, the zeros of the system force all
the wavenumbers in the model to be considered together. This can easily be seen from an examination of the transfer functions associated with just two wavenumbers. Consider two transfer functions obtained by using two distinct wavenumbers and the same input, \( u(t) \), and output, \( z(t) \):

\[
H_{(m=1)} = \frac{N_{(m=1)}(s)}{D_{(m=1)}(s)}, \quad H_{(m=2)} = \frac{N_{(m=2)}(s)}{D_{(m=2)}(s)}.
\]

(4.3)

The roots of \( N(s) \) are the zeros and the roots of \( D(s) \) are the poles. In terms of input and output,

\[
z = H_{(m=1)}u, \quad z = H_{(m=2)}u.
\]

(4.4)

Considered together, however,

\[
z = [H_{(m=1)} + H_{(m=2)}]u = \left[ \frac{D_{(m=2)}(s)N_{(m=1)}(s) + D_{(m=1)}(s)N_{(m=2)}(s)}{D_{(m=1)}(s)D_{(m=2)}(s)} \right]u.
\]

(4.5)

The poles of the new, combined transfer function are clearly those of each model separately. The zeros, however, are the roots of a completely new polynomial \( D_{(m=2)}(s)N_{(m=1)}(s) + D_{(m=1)}(s)N_{(m=2)}(s) \), which, in general, has little to do with either of the original numerators.

We have seen that an infinite expansion is needed to fully model the channel system. Since in practice an infinite expansion cannot be used to create a state-space model, we will always have some part of the system dynamics that is unmodelled. Furthermore, we have seen that the \( A \) (dynamic) matrix may be decoupled by wavenumber.

Consider a partition of the state-space model as

\[
\frac{dx}{dt} = \begin{bmatrix} \frac{dx_m}{dt} \\ \frac{dx_u}{dt} \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} A_m & 0 \\ 0 & A_u \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} x_m \\ x_u \end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix} B_m \\ B_u \end{bmatrix} u(t),
\]

(4.6)

\[
z = \begin{bmatrix} C_m & C_u \end{bmatrix} x,
\]

(4.7)

where the subscripts \( m \) and \( u \) represent the modelled and unmodelled parts of the system. In the channel flow problem, the unmodelled part is meant to denote only the dynamics of wavenumbers left out of the finite-dimensional model. Note that both \( A_u \) and \( A_m \) are of infinite dimension; \( A_u \) because of the infinite number of wavenumbers left out of the reduced-order model and \( A_m \) because of the infinite number of expansion functions needed in \( y \) for each of the finite number of modelled wavenumbers. One way to avoid considering unmodelled wavenumber dynamics is to ensure that the control input, \( u(t) \), has no effect whatsoever on the unmodelled wavenumber dynamics. In terms of the state-space model (4.6), this is equivalent to rendering \( B_u = 0 \). This is known as making the unmodelled wavenumber dynamics uncontrollable. By examining (3.27), we see that the \( B \) matrix is formed from terms of \( S_k \) in (3.16). If \( w(x) \) in (3.16) is such that \( S_k^1 = 0 \), then those components of the \( B \) matrix are zero. Equivalently, we must ensure that the projection of \( w(x) \) onto the unmodelled wavenumbers is zero. Owing to the orthogonality of Fourier components, we select \( w(x) \) to be made up of modelled Fourier components only.

5. Single-wavenumber channel model

Consider the channel model shown in figure 1. The total non-dimensional length of the channel, \( L_s \), is 4\( \pi \). In this case, the fundamental wavenumber, \( a_0 = 0.5 \). Only one
wavenumber is included in the model, corresponding to $\alpha = \omega_0 = 1.00$. The Reynolds number is chosen as $Re = 10000$. Input is distributed along the bottom plate with a sinusoidal weighting function in order to render the unmodelled wavenumber dynamics uncontrollable as described in §4. In terms of the input function, $w(x)$, see (2.12)

$$w(x) = \sin(x).$$

(5.1)

Note that the physical blowing/suction, $\bar{\theta}(x, y, t)$, takes the form

$$\bar{\theta}(x, y, t) = -q(t)\frac{\partial w(x)}{\partial x}f(y = -1) = -q(t)\cos(x)f(y = -1)$$

(5.2)

see (2.21). This type of input may be achieved in practice by a large number of independently controllable actuators that are distributed along the lower channel wall. The $f(y)$ function is chosen as in (2.20). The sensor location is $x = \pm \frac{1}{2} \pi$. In order to visualize the control-theoretic model, the system $A, B,$ and $C$ matrices are transformed to transfer function form, $H(s)$. Figure 2 shows the locations of the poles and zeros in the s-plane for the single-wavenumber model.

5.1. Relation of poles to eigenvalues of the Orr–Sommerfeld equation

Poles of the transfer function or, equivalently, eigenvalues of the $A$ matrix are closely related to the eigenvalues of the Orr–Sommerfeld equation. Assume a solution of (2.6) of the form

$$\psi(x, y, t) \triangleq \beta(y)e^{j\alpha t}e^{-i\omega t}.$$  

(5.3)

By substituting into (2.6), we obtain the familiar Orr-Sommerfeld equation in the normal-mode form,

$$[U(y) - c] \left( \frac{\partial^2 \beta(y)}{\partial y^2} - \alpha^2 \beta(y) \right) - \frac{\partial^2 U(y)}{\partial y^2} \beta(y) = \frac{1}{i\alpha Re} \left[ \frac{\partial^4 \beta(y)}{\partial y^4} - 2\alpha^2 \frac{\partial^2 \beta(y)}{\partial y^2} + \alpha^4 \beta(y) \right].$$

(5.4)

Here, the Reynolds number, $Re$, is known; the wavenumber, $\alpha$, is assumed real and known; the complex wave speed, $c$, is the eigenvalue of the problem; and the function $\beta(y)$ is the eigenvector of the problem. Stability of a flow for a given value of $Re$ and $\alpha$ is determined by the imaginary part of $c$. If the imaginary part is positive, the solution (5.3) becomes an unbounded exponential and flow is unstable. Poles of the
transfer function in the Laplace domain at \( s = p_i \) correspond to solutions in the time domain of \( e^{p_i t} \). As a result, we observe that poles of the transfer function are related to eigenvalues of the Orr–Sommerfeld equation as

\[
p_i = -icx. \tag{5.5}
\]

In order to validate our linear code, we compare our poles to eigenvalues produced in Orszag (1971). Orszag (1971) obtained Orr-Sommerfeld eigenvalues for the channel problem with \( \alpha = 1.00 \) and \( Re = 10,000 \). He reported only one slightly unstable eigenvalue at \( s = 0.00373967 + 0.23752649i \) \((c = 0.23752649 - 0.00373967)\). The eigenvalue is seen as unstable by its positive real part. We obtained identical results including the one unstable mode at

\[
s = 0.00373967 \mp 0.23752649i.
\]

All other stable modes obtained in the present study are identical to those reported in Orszag (1971). The goal of our control system will be to move these unstable poles into the stable half of the \( s \)-plane or, equivalently, make sure the controlled-system poles all have real parts less than zero.

5.2. Verification of model zeros

Verification of the system zeros is more difficult due to the fact that no published results exist to our knowledge. We use the channel code simulation used in Kim, Moin & Moser (1987) to verify our zeros. This code is a spectral channel flow code which uses periodic boundary conditions. Consider the transfer function model (3.2)
with $J = 1$ and $I = 1$:

$$H(s) = \frac{Z(s)}{U(s)} = \frac{s - \zeta_1}{s - p_1}. \quad (5.6)$$

In the Laplace domain,

$$sZ(s) - p_1Z(s) = sU(s) - \zeta_1 U(s). \quad (5.7)$$

Assuming zero initial conditions and transforming into the time domain, (5.7) becomes

$$\frac{dz(t)}{dt} - p_1z(t) = \frac{du(t)}{dt} - \zeta_1 u(t) \quad (5.8)$$

where $z(t)$ is the output function and $u(t)$ is the input function. If the input is taken as

$$u(t) = e^{it} \quad (5.9)$$

then the right-hand side of (5.8) becomes zero and the system behaves as if zero input has been applied. As a result, $z(t)$ remains zero for all time. Therefore, we may verify zeros of the system by applying non-zero input in special ways and observing zero output. Note from figure 2 that for sensor location $x = +\frac{1}{2}\pi$, one zero exists in the right half plane at $s = +0.317557 + 0i$. This represents an ideal zero to check as this corresponds to an unbounded, unstable input. Figure 3 shows output from the Navier–Stokes simulation with input $u(t) = \frac{dq(t)}{dt} = e^{i0.317557t}$. Note that even though an unbounded, exponentially growing input is applied to the system, near zero output is observed at the sensor, thus verifying that $\zeta_1$ is indeed a zero of the system. This is contrasted with measurements at different sensor locations that grow rapidly. With a sensor at a different location, the zeros of the system change position so zero output is no longer expected for this particular input. Absolute zero is not observed at sensor location $x = \frac{1}{2}\pi$ due to slight numerical inaccuracies in the model.

6. Feedback control and stabilization

At this point, with the construction of a valid state-variable model, any number of control schemes may be employed to stabilize the system. A general control system is shown in figure 4. The output of the system is fed into a controller. The output of the controller is then used to create an input to the system. The design of a controller that achieves certain system characteristics is the goal of control system design. Several
modern control techniques may be applied that require a state-variable model. In this paper, the primary goal will be system stability. For this purpose, a simple constant gain feedback with integral compensator will be shown to be sufficient.

6.1. Constant gain feedback with integral compensator

Figure 5 shows an integral compensator feedback control scheme. $K$ is referred to as the gain of the feedback. The output of the system, in this case shear, is multiplied by a feedback gain, integrated in time, and then fed back as blowing and suction at the input. Note that the integrator is required because of the structure of the input given in (3.27), i.e. the input is taken as the derivative of suction/blowing. The signal, $r(t)$, is called the reference signal. It is used to define the desired output. In our case, we would like the shear output, $z(x, y = -1, t)$, to be zero. Therefore, we set $r(t)$ to zero. Then

$$u(t) \triangleq \frac{\partial q(t)}{\partial t} = -Kz(x, y = -1, t).$$

(6.1)

Therefore, assuming $q(0) = 0$,

$$q(t) = -K \int_0^t z(x, y = -1, \tau) d\tau$$

(6.2)

and by observing (2.21), we may describe physical blowing and suction at the boundary:

$$\bar{v}(x, y = -1, t) = -q(t) \frac{\partial w(x)}{\partial x} f(y = -1) = K \cos(x) \int_0^t z(x, y = -1, \tau) d\tau$$

(6.3)

As defined earlier,

$$H(s) \triangleq \frac{\mathcal{L}[z(t)]}{\mathcal{L}[u(t)]} = \frac{Z(s)}{U(s)}$$

(6.4)

Therefore,

$$Z(s) = H(s)U(s).$$

(6.5)

In the absence of feedback, one mode is unstable. Also, one pole exists at the origin for the integrator. Consider a new transfer function from the reference input, $r(t)$, to the output, $z(t)$, in the presence of feedback:

$$u(t) = r(t) - Kz(t).$$

(6.6)

By taking the Laplace transform of (6.6),

$$U(s) = R(s) - KZ(s).$$

(6.7)

Then

$$Z(s) = H(s)[R(s) - KZ(s)].$$

(6.8)

Finally,

$$\frac{Z(s)}{R(s)} = \frac{H(s)}{1 - KH(s)}.$$  

(6.9)

The new poles of the feedback system are defined by

$$1 - KH(s) = 0.$$  

(6.10)

As $K$ gets larger and larger, it is clear that the poles of the new system tend toward the zeros of $H(s)$. In this way, modes of the system can sometimes be changed to
form a stable system (Franklin et al. 1988). Unstable modes that appear as poles on the right hand side of the complex s-plane and ‘marginally stable’ poles on the \( \text{Im}(s) \)-axis are drawn to the left-hand side by applying feedback.

### 6.2. Sensor placement

We have seen that, by applying feedback, poles of the system will eventually be drawn to zeros of the system. In the channel flow system of figure 2, any feedback will cause either the pole at the origin (integrator pole) or the unstable mode poles to be drawn to the zero on the real axis in the right-hand plane, thus making the system unstable to a greater degree. Therefore, finding a transfer function that has all zeros in the left-hand plane becomes an important objective. The poles of the system are independent of sensing or actuation. However, the zeros of the system are dependent on both the type and location of sensing and the type and location of actuation. Figure 6 shows the pole/zero configuration for the channel model with the shear sensor at three different locations. Only the top half of the s-plane is shown since the bottom half is a mirror image projected across the real axis as shown in figure 2. The poles of all the models are in the same location as expected. However, the zeros are different in all three cases. In figures 6(a) and 6(b), we observe a lone zero in the right-hand s-plane. However, when the sensor is placed at \( x = +\pi \), figure 6(c) shows all zeros in the left-hand plane. In fact, there is a region around \( x = \pi \) that results in all zeros in the left-hand plane. By placing a shear sensor at \( x = \pi \), simple feedback with integral compensation will allow stabilization with the proper value of gain, \( K \). In the case of sensor locations that result in right-hand-plane, so called ‘non-minimum phase’, zeros stabilization is still possible. However, more complex controllers (Bryson & Ho 1975; Ogata 1990) must be designed that are beyond the scope of this paper.

### 6.3. Root locus analysis and numerical simulation

One way to visualize how system poles will change as the feedback gain, \( K \), changes is to construct a root locus plot. This is a plot of all poles of a system as the feedback
Figure 6. Pole (x)/zero (o) configuration. Channel model: \( Re = 10000, w(x) = \sin(x), L = 4\pi, \alpha = 1.0 \). Only the top half of the s-plane is shown. Shear sensor at (a) \( \pi/4 \) (b) \( 3\pi/4 \), (c) \( \pi \).

gain varies from \( K = 0 \) to \( K = \infty \). Figure 7 shows such a plot for the system shown in figure 6(c). When \( K \) reaches 0.1, all feedback system poles (closed-loop-poles) lie on the left-hand plane and no instabilities exist in the new feedback system. Numerical results obtained from the Navier–Stokes simulation for the new feedback controlled system are shown in figure 8. The computation is carried out without feedback until \( t = 50 \), after which the feedback is turned on. We see that the growing instability is quickly suppressed. At the instant the controller is turned on, the simulation shows a high transient response due to the non-continuous nature of the input at that time instant. In terms of the state space defined in (3.28), (3.35),

\[
\frac{d\hat{p}}{dt} = A\hat{p} + Bu(t),
\]

\[
z(x_i, y = -1, t) = C\hat{p},
\]

\[
u(t) = -Kz(x_i, y = -1, t).
\]

Then, in a closed loop,

\[
\frac{d\hat{p}}{dt} = A\hat{p} - B(Kz(x_i, y = -1, t)) \]

\[
= A\hat{p} - BKZ\hat{p} = (A - BK)\hat{p}
\]
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**Figure 7.** Root locus plot for channel system with input as in the channel model (figure 1) and shear output at $x = \pi$. The poles start at the open-loop poles shown with ‘x’s. As $K$ increases, they start to move toward the location of the system zeros, shown as ‘o’s. The pole at position $s = (0,0)$ moves directly to the left. The unstable pole moves quickly to a position just to the left of the imaginary axis. Near $0.7 < y < 1.0$, $-0.6 < x < -0.4$, we see a pole moving towards a zero that is out of the range of this figure. Channel model: $Re = 10000$, shear sensor at $\pi$, $w(x) = \sin(x)$, $L = 4\pi$, $\alpha = 1.0$. Only the top half of the $s$-plane is shown.

![Shear vs Time](image)

**Figure 8.** Navier–Stokes simulation of feedback control. Shear is multiplied by a feedback gain, integrated, and fed back into the input. Channel model: $Re = 10000$, feedback shear sensor at $\pi$, $w(x) = \sin(x)$, $L = 4\pi$, $\alpha = 1.0$. Curve 1 (solid) shows shear at location $\pi$; curve 2 (dot-dash) shows shear at location $\pi/2$.

The solution to this equation is

$$\ddot{p}(t) = e^{At - BKCT} \dot{p}(t = 0).$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.16)

This solution will approach zero as $t \to \infty$ since the eigenvalues of $A - BK$ (closed-loop poles) are all stable.

### 6.4. Robustness in the presence of Reynolds number uncertainty

A major advantage of feedback control systems is their robustness to system uncertainty. From a practical point of view, Reynolds numbers may not be known exactly or may change frequently as in the flight of an airplane, for example. Figure 9 shows the open-loop pole/zero configurations for systems with varying Reynolds numbers. Note that these systems start with all zeros in the left-hand $s$-plane. A root locus analysis shows that a feedback system with $K = 0.1$ stabilizes both systems. Indeed, a feedback gain of $K = 0.1$ stabilizes systems for a wide range of Reynolds numbers from $Re = 1000$ to $Re = 40000$. Figure 10 shows the least-stable pole in both the controlled and uncontrolled systems for several Reynolds numbers. Recall that a pole with real part less than zero is stable. We see near $Re = 5772$, an unstable pole appears in the open-loop (uncontrolled) system. Unstable eigenvalues continue to exist in the open-loop system until
30,000 \leq Re \leq 35,000. An identical feedback controller, with gain \( K = 0.1 \), however, stabilizes the system for Reynolds numbers in the range 1000 \( \leq Re \leq 40,000 \). Clearly, the feedback controller is extremely robust to changes in Reynolds number.
7. Unobservable transient response as a path of bypass transition

Recently, some authors (Trefethen et al. 1993; Butler & Farrell 1992; Farrell 1988; Henningson 1994) have suggested a possible path of bypass transition in Poiseuille flow that is caused by high transient response due to the non-self-adjointness of the evolution matrix. This high-transient behavior is due to the non-orthogonality of the eigenmodes and not caused by any single mode, but rather a combination of many modes. In this section, we suggest a possible different form of bypass transition in a controlled system due to a single mode. In the presence of any type of control, it is possible that energy from an input is fed into a mode such that the mode is reinforced during the transient period before it eventually dies out. During the transient period, however, the mode may grow to an amplitude large enough to trigger nonlinear effects that induce transition to turbulence. This may be a possible path of bypass transition in a controlled system.

Single modes may be characterized in linear systems in terms of modal controllability and modal observability. Modal controllability implies that a particular mode may be affected by the actuators chosen (blowing/suction in our case). Modal observability implies that a particular mode may be measured by the sensors chosen (shear in our case). A particular mode may be non-observable, non-controllable, or both. This will be seen in §§7.1 and 7.2. If high-transient modes are controllable and observable, control theory may be used to suppress them. However, if high-transient modes are unobservable, the high transients will never be seen and feedback control cannot be used to suppress them.

7.1. Modal canonical form

The state-space formulation provides an excellent framework for assessing the reinforcement of each mode individually. Consider an n-dimensional state space with scalar input and output

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{dx}{dt} &= Ax + Bu, \\
z &= Cx.
\end{align*}
\]

We may perform a similarity transformation on the system to produce a new state-space representation with the same input–output relationship, but with a different interpretation of the state variables. Let

\[
P \triangleq [v_1 \ v_2 \ ... \ v_n]
\]

where \(v_j\) is the \(j\)th eigenvector of the \(A\) matrix and \(n\) is the dimension of the \(A\) matrix. A new representation is constructed as (Grace et al. 1992; Kailath 1980)

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{d\tilde{x}}{dt} &= P^{-1}AP\tilde{x} + P^{-1}Bu, \\
z &= CP\tilde{x}
\end{align*}
\]

where \(\tilde{x} \triangleq P^{-1}x\). The new representation is written as

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{d\bar{x}}{dt} &= \bar{A}\bar{x} + \bar{B}u, \\
z &= \bar{C}\bar{x}
\end{align*}
\]

where the real eigenvalues of the original \(A\) matrix appear on the diagonal of \(\bar{A}\) and the complex eigenvalues appear in a \(2 \times 2\) block on the diagonal of \(\bar{A}\). For an \(A\)
matrix with eigenvalues \((x_1, \sigma \pm jo, x_2)\), the \(A\) matrix is

\[
\tilde{A} = \begin{bmatrix}
x_1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & \sigma & \omega & 0 \\
0 & -\omega & \sigma & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & x_2
\end{bmatrix}.
\]  

(7.8)

In this form, each state-variable pair represents a mode of the system. Furthermore, the modes are block decoupled so that each mode is represented by the \(2 \times 2\) system

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\frac{d\tilde{x}_1}{dt} \\
\frac{d\tilde{x}_2}{dt}
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
\sigma & \omega \\
-\omega & \sigma
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
\tilde{x}_1 \\
\tilde{x}_2
\end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix}
\tilde{b}_1 \\
\tilde{b}_2
\end{bmatrix} u,
\]

(7.9)

\[z_1 = \begin{bmatrix}
\tilde{c}_1 \\
\tilde{c}_2
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
\tilde{x}_1 \\
\tilde{x}_2
\end{bmatrix},
\]  

(7.10)

where \(\omega, \sigma, \tilde{b}_1, \tilde{b}_2, \tilde{c}_1,\) and \(\tilde{c}_2\) are all scalars. This is known as the modal canonical state-space form. All modes can be monitored directly for high-transient reinforcement in this form.

### 7.2. Modal observability and controllability

It is easy to see that if \(\tilde{b}_1\) and \(\tilde{b}_2\) are zero, no input can affect the mode and the mode is uncontrollable. Similarly, if \(\tilde{c}_1\) and \(\tilde{c}_2\) are zero, then the motion of \(\tilde{x}_1\) and \(\tilde{x}_2\) cannot be measured at the output, \(z_1\), and the mode is unobservable. In terms of stabilization, an uncontrollable mode is not problematic as long as it is stable. However, if an unstable mode is uncontrollable, nothing can be done to stabilize it. Observability may be a problem even if modes are stable. If an unobservable mode is highly amplified by control energy, no attempt could be made to suppress it since it would not be observed at the output. In terms of poles and zeros, uncontrollable or unobservable modes both show up as pole/zero cancellations in the complex s-plane. As can be seen from figure 2, many poles and zeros for the channel system lie on top of each other, indicating that certain modes in the system are either uncontrollable, unobservable, or both. Although a mode may not be physically observable at the output, the modal canonical formulation allows us to numerically observe the state evolution of each mode directly. In this way, we may assess the risk of highly amplified modes triggering bypass transition. This is done for the controlled system simulated in figure 8. The uncontrolled linear system is simulated with an initial condition for 200 time steps at which time a feedback controller with gain \(K = 0.1\) is turned on. Figure 11 shows the state evolution of the modes with poles at \(s = -0.1474 \pm 0.8514i\) and \(s = -0.3252 \pm 0.6361i\) as well as the state evolution of the one unstable mode.† In addition, figure 11(a) shows the shear measurement at the output. We see that the unstable mode dies out quickly as soon as the feedback is turned on. In addition, the mode at \(s = -0.1474 \pm 0.8514i\) gains almost no energy after the feedback is activated. This indicates that the mode is not a bypass mode. The mode at \(s = -0.3252 \pm 0.6361i\) is seen to gain a lot of energy after the controller is started. Indeed, the amplitude of the transient response is nearly twice that of the unstable mode. This represents a possible bypass mode since such an amplitude

† Note that amplitudes shown as a result of linear system simulations should only be used for comparison with each other since the linear model has been scaled to unity open-loop feedforward gain, i.e. \(H(s) = \kappa Z(s)/U(s)\) where \(\kappa = 1\).
may force the system into the nonlinear region where transition to turbulence may be triggered. Furthermore, the high energy nature of the mode cannot be observed at the shear sensor since this mode is unobservable. This can be seen from the plot of the shear sensor output. Modal un-observability is also suggested by noting the relatively low $\tilde{z}_1$ and $\tilde{z}_2$ values of 0.5155, −0.1131 compared to the $\tilde{z}_1$ and $\tilde{z}_2$ values of −162.85, 234.66 for the unstable mode which is clearly seen at the output. Fortunately, the high energy nature of the mode does not lead to a bypass transition in this case. This is verified by the Navier–Stokes simulation in figure 8, which shows no nonlinear effects. If the instability were allowed to grow to a higher amplitude before the controller was applied, however, the highly amplified mode in the transient response might have triggered nonlinear effects.

8. Multiple instability control

Although most work has focused on suppression of single instabilities, more realistic models should include multiple wavenumbers. Indeed, for a given Reynolds number, an infinite number of wavenumbers exist. Each wavenumber contributes its own poles and zeros to the control-theoretic model. Consider a model with non-dimensional channel length $20\pi$, where input is applied as $w(x) = \sin(x) + \sin(0.9x)$. In this model, wavenumbers of 0.9 and 1.0 are included. Both wavenumbers lead to unstable modes. The pole/zero configuration of this new two-wavenumber model with shear sensor at $\pi$ is shown in figure 12(a). Note that in comparison to the one-wavenumber model, more poles and zeros exist. The original one-wavenumber model contained one 'fork' structure of poles, while the two-wavenumber model contains two 'fork'
structures. It can be visualized that in a model with several wavenumbers, several 'forks' will stack on top of each other in the s-plane. Near \( s = i0.2 \) are two unstable poles in the right-hand plane that represent the two unstable modes in the system. As seen before, all zeros lie in the left hand s-plane. Figure 12(b) shows the closed-loop poles after feedback with gain \( K = 0.1 \). Results from the Navier-Stokes simulation are shown in figure 13. The computation is carried out without feedback until \( t = 200 \). A combination of two growing waves is seen at the shear sensor. At \( t = 200 \), feedback with integral compensation is applied and the system is stabilized.
9. Effect of linear controllers on two-dimensional finite-amplitude disturbances

The critical Reynolds number above which linear instabilities exist in plane Poiseuille flow is \( Re \approx 5772 \). Below this Reynolds number, Poiseuille flow is linearly stable. However, transition from laminar to turbulent flow occurs in experiments at much lower Reynolds numbers, typically around \( Re = 1000 \). Moreover, even for super-critical Reynolds number flows, linear instabilities predict extremely slow growth rates. In practice, transition occurs orders of magnitude more quickly. Therefore, linear stability alone does not dictate transition. Transition to turbulence is generally accepted to be a nonlinear three-dimensional phenomenon. In previous sections, we constructed two-dimensional linear controllers based on the two-dimensional linearized Navier–Stokes equations. By applying these controllers to plane Poiseuille flow with infinitesimal two-dimensional disturbances, we saw that we may linearly stabilize the system so that the flow could no longer support those disturbances. If we apply our linear controllers to flows that contain finite-amplitude disturbances, we can no longer use linear analysis to describe the flow dynamics as nonlinear terms become relevant. However, the application of a controller based on linear analysis does change the nonlinear system.

Many authors (Orszag & Patera 1983; Bayly, Orszag & Herbert 1988) have explored the effect of two-dimensional finite-amplitude disturbances on three-dimensional infinitesimal disturbances in plane Poiseuille flow. Above \( Re \approx 2900 \), for two dimensions, stable non-attenuating finite-amplitude equilibria exist in plane Poiseuille flow. Below \( Re \approx 2900 \), non-decaying, finite-amplitude equilibria do not exist. However, in flows with \( 1000 \leq Re \leq 2900 \), the timescale for decay is so large that the flow may be considered in 'quasi-equilibrium'. It has been shown that in the presence of such two-dimensional finite-amplitude disturbances, infinitesimal three-dimensional disturbances are highly unstable and may cause transition in shear flows. Figure 14 shows the energy of a single-wavenumber, two-dimensional finite-amplitude disturbance \((\alpha = 1.0)\) and a single-wavenumber-pair, three-dimensional infinitesimal disturbance \((\alpha = 1.0, \beta = \mp 1.0)\) obtained through direct numerical simulation at \( Re = 3000 \). The maximum amplitude of the two-dimensional finite-amplitude disturbance is \( 0.1U_c \).

At this Reynolds number, wavenumber, and initial energy level, we see the two-dimensional finite-amplitude disturbance decaying slowly. The three-dimensional disturbance, on the other hand, is seen to rapidly gain energy. Orszag & Patera (1983) show that the two-dimensional instability acts as a mediator for transfer of energy from the mean flow to the three-dimensional disturbance, but does not directly provide energy. The growth rate of the three-dimensional disturbance is orders of magnitude larger than that of the Orr–Sommerfeld instabilities.

Orszag & Patera show, in the case where \( Re \leq 1000 \), that the attenuation of finite-amplitude two-dimensional disturbances is large enough that three-dimensional disturbances do not become unstable. The fact that high attenuation of the two-dimensional finite-amplitude disturbance prevented three-dimensional instability below \( Re \approx 1000 \) suggests that if controllers can be created that speed up the attenuation of the finite-amplitude two-dimensional disturbance for flows with Reynolds numbers greater than 1000, three-dimensional instability may be eliminated. We have seen in §6 that linear controllers did stabilize infinitesimal two-dimensional disturbances. Figure 15 shows the effects of the linear controller of §6 when applied to a system with the same finite-amplitude two-dimensional disturbance and infinitesimal three-dimensional disturbance shown in figure 14. The linear controller
Figure 14. Energy of a two-dimensional finite-amplitude disturbance ($\alpha = 1.0$) and a three-dimensional infinitesimal disturbance ($\alpha = 1.0, \beta = \mp 1.0$) for $Re = 3000$. Solid line represents the total energy of the two-dimensional finite-amplitude disturbance and the dotted line represents that of the three-dimensional infinitesimal disturbance.

Figure 15. Effect of linear controller when applied at $t = 15$ for $Re = 3000$. The top two lines show the two-dimensional finite-amplitude disturbance without (solid) and with (dash-dot) linear control. We see at $t = 15$ that the controlled two-dimensional finite-amplitude disturbance is highly damped. The bottom two lines show the infinitesimal three-dimensional disturbance without (dot) and with (dashed) linear control. That without controller gains energy quickly, while that with controller quickly fails to gain energy.
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dramatically increased the attenuation of the finite-amplitude two-dimensional disturbance. As a result, the infinitesimal three-dimensional disturbance was rendered stable. Clearly, the linear controller not only stabilized the two-dimensional linear system, but also had a stabilizing effect on the three-dimensional nonlinear system. These results show the promise of linear controllers even in nonlinear systems.

10. Conclusions

In this paper, we have developed feedback controllers that linearly stabilize plane Poiseuille flow. We used a Galerkin spectral method to generate state-space models. Indeed, any (convergent) numerical method that reduces the governing partial differential equations into a set of ordinary-differential equations may be used. It is important to note, however, that the meaning of the state variables in the state-space model changes as different numerical methods are employed. Even though state variables may not have any specific physical meaning, some numerical methods may result in favorable divisions of system dynamics. In the plane Poiseuille flow case, the spectral Galerkin method with the use of Fourier components in the x-direction and combination-Chebyshev polynomials in the y-direction led to modelled dynamics that were decoupled by wavenumber. This led to a block diagonal form of the A matrix. As a result, we were clearly able to describe modelled and unmodelled dynamics in terms of wavenumber dynamics included and not included in our finite-dimensional model. This also led us to the concept of using distributed control to render certain wavenumbers 'uncontrollable'. If other numerical methods had been used, this concept would not have been so transparent. Furthermore, plane Poiseuille flow can be linearly stabilized with simple feedback controllers if sensors are placed at judicious locations. Both the position and the type of sensing and actuation change the zeros of single-input/single-output models. In our case, we have seen that certain shear sensor locations lead to 'minimum-phase' systems and some locations lead to 'non-minimum phase' systems. Minimum-phase systems are in general easier to control than non-minimum phase systems. As a result, we were able to stabilize plane Poiseuille flow with a constant gain feedback, integral compensator controller. In addition, the controller was extremely robust to a wide range of Reynolds numbers. Also, we have shown that one danger of feedback control is that the linear transient response of a controlled system can lead to high amplitudes for a short period of time. If these amplitudes are high enough, it is possible that they may invalidate the linear model and enhance nonlinear effects. Furthermore, the high transients may not be observable at the output so that feedback control cannot be used to suppress them. Finally, we have shown that linear controllers have a strong stabilizing effect on two-dimensional finite-amplitude disturbances. As a result, three-dimensional secondary instabilities can be rendered stable.
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